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3ABSTRACT
Considerable progress has been made in recent years towards
the understanding of the mechanism of heat transfer by condensation
in the presence of non-condensing gases. For the case of laminar
film condensation on a plane vertical, surface and for laminar
flow of the vapour-gas mixture, boundary layer solutions have been
given [ 22,k3,111.. In the present work these are reviewed and
modifications to the approximate solutions are suggested.
Such limited experimental data (for condensation on vertical
flat plates under conditions of free convection) as was available
at the outset of the present study, disagreed widely with theory.
In the present work further careful measureme'ite wore made to test
the validity of the theory, The condensing chamber (i.e. the steam
chamber) was large in comparison to the condensing surface .and care
was taken to avoid forced convection effects associated with the
vapour supply to the condenser. The vertical test plate was water-
cooled and the surface temperature and the heat flux measured by
thermocouples precisely located in isothermal planes at different
depths.
Steam was condensed in the presence of air, argon, neon and
helium. The pressure in all cases was near to atmospheric. Tests
were carried out for a range of gas concentrations and coolant
flow rates. The present results, in general, give good support to
the boundary layer theory, as do other data ['k] for air-steam
mixtures at low pressures, published during the course of the
If
present work.
The theoretical solutions available at present (for free
convection conditions) are not valid for the case where the
non-condensing gas has a molecular weight smaller than that of
the vapour (i.e. when the convective motion of the vapour-gas
mixture near the condensing surface is in the opposite direction
to thatof the condensate). The present results for steam-helium
mixture were used to obtain a semi-empirical equation for this
situation.
'ote on Presentation
Graphs, diagrams, 1hotographs and tables, except when
these are close to the text, will be found at the end
of the relevant chapter.
6Principal Symbols Used
D	 diffusion coefficient
g	 gravitational acceleration
Gr	 p (p-,)x3g ,2 (Grashof number)
h
hfg	 specific latent heat of vaporization
k	 thermal conductivity	 -
fiiSsø.
	
CS4lftICItik (sit ,'i '#'A)
mass flux (mass transfer rate per area)
p	 absolute pressure
steam-gas mixture total pressure
Q	 heat flux (heat transfer rate per area)
beat flux given by simple Nusselt theory in the
absence of a non-condensing gas
Sc	 V/D (Schmidt number)
Sp	 CT -'r )k/(hf
 lLf)
ow
T	 absolute temperature in Kelvin
t ,
	steam-gas temrerature measured by the probe, in Celsius
th	 steam-gas temperature half way betwen the test plate
and the flow dispersing section, in Celsius
t f
	steam-gas temperature near the flow dispersing
section,in Celsius
u	 x-component of velocity
JM IINIWIfl,J Q
v	 y-component of elocity
W	 non-condensing gas concentration
x	 distance, along the condensing surface, from the
leading edge
y	 distance normally from the condensing surface
Greek Symbols
p	 absolute viscosity
kinematic viscosity
7C
m
p
V
w
0
W	 thermal diffusivity
P	 density
CDS ukSubcrirts
f	 condensate
gas(i.e. non-condensing component of mixture)
mean value
the probe
vapour(i.e. condensing component of mixture)
wall-condensate interface
condensate-mixture interface
in vapour-gas mixture,remote from the intertce
(i.e. in the bulkI -,c
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ChaTter I
Introduction
12
A vapour may condense on a cooled surface in either of
the two modes known as film and drop condensation, The mode
prevailing depends primarily on the wettability of the
condensing surface. A continous condensate film results when the
surface is wetted by the condensate, while condensation may occur
in the form of drops on a non-wettable surface. On a surface
over w}ich the degree of non-wettability varies, both drops and
patches of film may be seen. The drops are usually le8s regular in
shape than those associated with the term "ideal drop condensation"
and falling drops tend to leave streaks of condensate behind
them. This is termed "mixed" condensation.
Considerable progress has been made towards understanding
the mechanisn of heat transfer by film condensation and to a
lesser extent that of the more complex phenomenon of drop
condensation. It is known that the thermal res/etance associated
with drop condensation is, for the case of water at least, muc'i
lower than that associated with film condensation, Thus, for the
same vapour-to-surface temperature difference, the heat flux
during drop condensation is considerably higher than that during
film condensation.
In addition to the mode of condensation, the heat transfer
during the condensation process is affected by many other factors.
One of these, the primary concern of the present work, is the
presence of non-condensing gas in the condensing vapour, When a
vapour, containing a non-condensing gas, condenses on a cooled
surfaces the concentration of the gas in the immediate vicinity
13
d the surface is greater than that in the remoter vapour. In
conseuerce of the increased gas concentration, the partial
pre3sure, and hence temperature, of the vapour near the surface,
is diminished. This, in turn, reduces the temperature difference
across the condensate layer, and thereby diminishes the heat
flux.
The reduction in heat flux due to the presence of non-
condensing gas may be severe. For instance, recent analyses on
the effect of the gas on film condensation on a flat plate and
in the absence of forced convection (i.e. under natural convection
conditions), have indicated that gas concentrations a little as
0.005 can cause a reduction of about 50% in heat flux.
With drop condensation the vapour-to-surface temperature
difference is very small and consequently its measurement is
very susceptible to errors arising from the presence of a non-
condensing gas. The wide discrepancies between the results of
different workers, which for a considerable time hindered.
progress towards understanding the mecLanisri of drop condensation,
are now thought to be due to errors resulting from the presence
of non-condensing gases.
Considerable progress has been made in recent years towards
the theoretical understanding of the effect of non-condensing
gas for the case of film condensation on a vertical flat plate.
Conversely most of the experimental effort has been directed
towards the practically more relevant case of the tube. Zuch
limited data as was available for the flat plate prior to the
14
present work indicated, for conditions of free convection,
vapour-side heat transfer coefficients about an order of
magnitude higherthan those given by the theory.
The theory invokes the boundary layer approximation and
is closely aimiliar to the well established solution for single
phase free convection. A detailedstudy of the theory faile&to
reveal an explanation for the apparent discrepancy between
theory and experiment. It was thus decided to undertaks further
careful experimental investigation.
The present thesis describes an experimental investigation
on film condensatiqn of steam in the presence of different gases.
The condensation took place on a vertical flat plate and in the
absence of forced convection. The object of this investigation
was to provide heat-transfer data to assist ira the development
of the theoretical understanding of the influence of non-
condensing gas on the process of heat-tkansfer by condensation.
It was hoped to resolve the above mentioned discrepancy
between theory and experiment for the flat plate and thua to
clear the way for theoretical study of the less mathematically
tractable but pr*ctically more important case of condensation
on tubes.
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2,1 Introduction
Early theoretical investigators In the field of film
condensation were primarily concerned with the mechanisn of
the procesaes that take place In the coidensate film. The
first maflor step forward In the study of the condensate film
was made in 1916 when uaelt (1,2] proposed simple theories
for the laminar film condensation on vertical planes and
horizontal cylindrical surface9. These theories were based
on the a3eurrptions tht the flow of the conden'ate film was
controlled by gravitational and viscous forces. The condens-
atiort took place at the surface of the film and heat transfer
through the film was ole1y by conduction, Phese theo"ies,
within their limits, found considerable experImental sunport
particulRrly for syate'ii where th vapout at tie bulk is
either stagnant or has a low velocity.
1ecently Sparrow and co—workers [3,4.] hve formula-.
ted a laminar boundary layer film theory, taking into account
convection arLd Inertia efreots in the film. ComparIson
between the heat transfer results obtaired by these treat-
ments and those of the ru'selt analyses has lent support to
the reliability of' the lusselt analyses.
In many irstarces, when the condensation rates are
high or th condensing surfcP9 are lorg or vipour bulk
velocity i high, +he Iusse1t' r4nulyes were found to
undeTestimate t' heat fluxe9 [6,73 , In these cases It was
oheerved tht although 1amInr flow I preerit at th upper
edge of the cor.der'Irg 3urface, ripples begin to form on the
17
•filr' -ur4 aoe and at some distance fr"m th o leading edge,
the film becomes turbulert	 7arious analyses
were propoed fn' this type of cordenation (l],l2,l3.
For a turbulent condensate film in the absence of forced
corvection in the vapour, sri analysis was developed iTuor
porating th ?.uaelt analysi9 for the laminar region with
ana]ysis for the turbulent region. The aralysis for the
turbulent region was based on an analàgy with single phase
flow, accompariied by heat trarser, in a duct or a pipe.
For moving vapours, analyses irn1ljar to the Fusselt aralysis,
were proposed which took into account the vapour irterfaci
a]. stres (l?,]31. 'xper1mental data, though li"ited, gives
rearoiib1e support o these analyses [l4,]r,]6].
- s the procesres in the conderate film becaTn' better
understood attention was directed to the rrocesses in t}'e
vapour. 3ome progreas has been made and invetigatione are
coritiriuirigto understand more fully theroles of such effects
as vapour velocity, superheat, interphase riatt'r trnsfer
errects and also the eff ect of the presence in the vapour
of ror-condensing gaees.
In riost industrial applications, the vapour flows
over the cooling surface with a significant velocity (i.e.
forced convection flow). Phis can have an appreciable efrect
or1 th processes of cordersation. While the effect of vapour
-velocity is still not fully understood, it has been found
that heat ].ux iUcreases a7preciably with increasing vapour
18
velocity (17,18,19].
	
-
When t'e condensing vapour i superheated, the interf-
ace remains very nearly at saturation teTnperature (20).
Theoretic1 analyses have shown that heat fl.urinreases
only 9lightly with increasing superheat (13.20,21,22]. These
analyses were either based on modifying the ?use1t analysis
by accounting only foii
 the enthalpy change, from superheat
- to saturation, at the interface (13,20], or by employing
the boundary layer theory to both phases, thereby taking
account of the convection effects and the sub-cooling in
r21,22]. Most experiments indicate similiar modest
crease2 in heat flux to toe obtained in the anaiyse[2,24,2
Recently attention lias been given to the processes
at the liquid-vapour Interfaee (22.2,27,2 s ,29]. When a
vapour and its liquid are in erjui1ibriim, the' temperatures
of liquid and vapour phass at their interface are the same,
Condensation takes place only if the liquid interfacia].
temperature is less than that of the vapour, 4ore precisely,
during conderiation or evaporation, there are changes of
temperature, pressure and density in both phases in the
immediate vicinity of the interface(i.e. within a few mean
free path. The temperature dlfterence at the interface
is often referred to as the "temperature jump" and the
phenomenon as the "interoia1 resistance", hi1e this effect
i rot fully understood, there is a c1er indication that
the "temperature dump" increases with cl ecteasing pressure
19
arI increasing heat flux [2€]. 'or most cases, except at
very high fluxes or low pre.-surthis effect is thought to
be rnall t22,27]. It could,however,be 'ignifioant for dropwia.
cor'densatior awl for conderaton of liquid metuls where the
resistance oL'fered by the conlensate is small.
A ftirther area of interest which has receivel consid-
erable at ention on aceount of it' practical impertarce,but
ir 'hill rot fully understood, 1 t 	 effect of the presence
of ror-condensing gasts in the vipour phase. Th prsence
of such gases,ar pnlrted out in chapter 1, cure 	 reduc-
tior In heat flux. Thi aspect or co-'den:-ation heat trarsf'er
is the subject of th present study s'id In ooneqiierce the
literaturq on it will be reviewed in more d-taIl.
2,2 'Filr coniensatiors of vapours frnm vowr_g mixti,res
Irvestigatiors hnve be'n ca v ried out on flat plates
tinde r conditIons o both fre and orced onve6ti 'r, C)wlrg
to the practical applicatiop , most or the experimental
investietIons hav been carried out uin tubes. Condns-
ation on flat plates,however, 'i p s rec'eiv1 exter1ye
t}eoretical treatrnerts since It Ic 'ore menahle to analysis,
Details of the van uc e'rperi'nental arrargements ard condit-
ions, prevail	 In the experI'nentl in'iestiatiors for
mixtures in the sbro o' forced convection, are tabu]ated
at the end of thI' charter.
2.2.1 Conensption on flat 1ates
20
s—Th'oretical analy
Farly analyses in this field were based on consider-
ation of the process in the mixture s that of a one—dimer..
sional diffusion (le, the vapour diffusing through a film
of stagnart non—condensable gas)[30,31,32] . The earliest
of these analyses is that nf Stefan [51,32] , this was
based on the axtiell equation of diffusion
	
and
yielded thQ following expresior for the mass transfer rates.
D PPj	 2,01
where	 is mixture pressure.
Pg3 is gas partial pressure relative to the condens1n
surface temperature.
is gas parti1 pressure in the bulk,
6 is diffusion layer thickres.
In moire tecent analyses, many problems in heat and
mass transfer have been formulated in term q
 of boundary
. layer theory [e.g. c,35,3,37,3P,30] •The boundary layer
partial dlffereiitial equations may sometimes be solved by
using the so called similarity transformations. This
technique involves t}e trrsfor'atJon of the relevant partial
differer tial equation into fewer ordinary diffe'entia1
equations by Introducing new variables. The resulting
equations are generally non—linear awi are usually solved,
for given boundary cordLt1ons,by nutherical methods[40,41].
In the present pohlem, t'o Interacting boundary
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layers exiet, the cowlensate layer anti the vapouv—as
dxture layer. In order to solve the differe'itil eptiors
of these layers certain boundary corditions at the cnrdersing
urfaoe a yv
 outside the mixture layer must b
	 pecifie r , in.
addition the Interfacial óonditions of both lsyer mw-t he
matched in ijch a way that the phy.1cal laws re	 t1ied
parrnw and co—workers have used the similerity trar'p
foratiot techrLijue in their analyRes for, the cordenpatior
of vapoui from rnixtuies,in the aheric or rorced corvoction,
over vertiesi plste [21,22,351 and froiv moving rnixuc' over
a hori7orital plate £271
Ec.kgrtSparrow &	 [21] proposed an anilyis for conderr
atioii from a rdxture, in the absence of rorod convection,
on r vP Dtical plare surface, in whicth the nondenate rd the
mixture film were treated as bourdary larr. The aralyis
did rot take irto account the efreet n" ratural co'nvectjr,n
.r the mixture due to density difCe'erc'er. "he heat rrr'
er results,comn,ted fr steam—air mxtur9,w'i10 affirming
the role of the nor—coMensahle q
 in dra;ticallr reducing
the heat fluxes, indicated a much hiher re v1ucion in these
fluxes than that .fourd experirner't?lly[4.2] these experimers
were cavied out c.r a hnrizor.tai tThe. PLi rJi.crcpaIry.
was attributed to th excluion o
	 rr'e convection 'hich
- would aid he removal
	 roT—con r:121s	 1ncrair t"e
Liow TI the divectlon paralLE.l to ti-' ]n';c s rface. ITL
corciusion .'parrow	 'kert rc gav(-d t -'5 results
22
qualitative rth
	 thar q intittive and uested th nee
for more detailed r .ily c. is iv w'rich free convection etfect
is included. Th19 sue'tion wa 4 aken up hr S parrow and Ii'
(37] rThp Ius'elt arl rc is for t1 r condensate film was
m loyed }'ile hounlary 1ayer approach wa' aprlied to the
va;oar-as layer. Th properties 	 the latter were as'u"ed
to be constant, exc'pt in th buoyancy term of the momentum
equation. The relevant bourdary l2yer quetiors or contir-.
ulty, momentum and dif rusion are, iespetjvely, as r11oçs,
referring to fig 2.11.
b + ày = 0.	 .02
ox ày
• u	 +	 = g(l-) +	 2.03
uO1 + vO' =
	
	 2.04
-.
'quatiori 2.02, 7.03
	
2.04 were re'ucel to ordinary differen
t.i3. equations using the following simtlarlty trnsforrnstion.
(a) imilar1ty variable
7,
wherec
	 __________	 0
6 1 the condensate laye r th1ckne.
and '1, are the mo1ecu1r weights o gas ad v pour
xespectively.
(h) tream function ar'd rs f'racti'n repectively
L	 W-WH	 (i)
The resu].tirg ordinary diferontial oqustion wr
, ,
f	 +3ff —2(fY+t=o	 2 •
, +3cf	 =0	 2 • 06
• where the prine derote differentation with respect to 
'I
and 'c is the 'chinidt number.
o solve eqvation 2,05 & 2O6 ruerical]y,	 arrow & Llr
specified five boundary conditions, t}ee were
(1) Prescrihd value for d at the bulk.
(2) Vanishing longitudinal velocity in the bulk as
(3) 'or condition of no slip at th irterfce the irter-
facjr. velocities o cordensate ard mi ytur are the
same.
(4) y continuity the vapour and condensate interfacial
mass transfers. are the same.
C r) The ilrpermeRhi)ity of th'• ir.terce to the rion—corer-
sirg gas,
?rom the iathenistical representat1o" of thn'e cord1tior the
folJowin parametrs e'rergecl as freely 'inoable pa'reters:
Mg
 ?i	 •, Sc, (pppu), o.,,( ow)"('#g P
For various values of W0 , 3c, (P4/Pu), equations
2.05 & 2.0 were solved to determine the relationships
between th interfacial gis corcertratior. and partial pressure
Rrcl the group c (TQ_Pl,))/(h., P , ), t'-r i,rture 1"eirg steam—
air at at niopheric p"es-ure. Prow "ee rv'su]ts tl-e inter-
fci?l temp ?rature wa computed for vrious rnixtve—to-
'mrfttce tmperatuve diffe rerce an'1
 irce the hea flux was
det'rmired,LIsing tne appropriate Nuetelt eXpre8$io.
2k
Sparrow & Lin resented their he'tt transfer results as a
plot.of fractionni reduction in heat transfer rates against
rn1x-ture—to—urface temperature differences, fig 2.02. These
results have shown that the presence of a few per c Ant of
air cai see a rec1ttction of 50% in the heat flux. 10 compari-
son witt experiiiental data on flt plates w-..s made, instead
Othmer's deta (40]rere used for comparison. T'or this ompar-
I on,fractiona1 reduction In heat fluxes were eonputed on
the'ba c3is of Sc=fl., & (pjL/(pM) = 5O.
1t ouh Spa 'row P Lin concluded that there was good
agreement bet'r theory Fnd experimert, hi comparison
cou1 i.ot he considered as satfactory C Irce Ir ary
situ tion,the vlue of "c ard the viscocity ratio (i..
(pp/(pp) ) vary widely within th mixture.' T-erefore it
is difficult to use this theory for corrparison with
experiments.
./ more rigorous and comprehensive analysis wv'
presented by Mirkowycz and Sparr'ow [ 22 1. The bourdary layer
treatment was again applied to both the condensate and the
mixture layers. The analytical model included, In additior to
the efTect ot nor—condenIrg gas, te ef'fect of interfacial
resistance (i.e. the exi c, t?rce çf temperature u'rn at he
interface),superheatin free corvection due to concentration
I,	 H
s'radlerts, thermal diffusion (defined as the trarport of
mas due o teirperature gralients), "dIffuior therrio
(defined as the ene'gy trnspor due to corcerktration
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gradients) and variable properties for both layeis. The
governing equations for the condensate layer were rirp1ified
by neglecting the inertia and natural convection trrn in
them (ar in the rimp]e vselt theory), since t}'ese eecte
have been howr in an earlier paper, ref(5J, to te of
regligible effect on the heat transfer.
The conderate equations are
ô (p'i) +
	 (pv) = 0
by
+ L(pi.) = ()
by
 .&i
(k6m )	 0
&r bY
ard the equations for the riixture layer are
6.r
+ vb'l) =- bixr
-
2,'7
2.OR
2.09
21.O
2,11
+ vb') = g(p-p ) +j.(p11)	 2.12
E	 byoy
pc(ubT+vb) 4 (c - H oT—r
	 2.13p	 pg-U pv"g
*
where	 and q are the generalized diffusive mars ri
nd heat flux rspectively,
Ph	 'uationg were trariformed into the ?o11cwing
ordire..	 ions.
For the oor	 -	 jer.
+	
= 0
	
2 • 14
2.15
where 1' is dimens1ore	 q tre	 ncinr
0	 4, p /p,	 M/JL, 2k 
=
'or the vapour—gaB ]ayer
I	 T
?
+ 33c F(W )
	
:g'	 216!I
'	
'2
[1
.3FrF 1 —12F	 +
ki
i	
0	 2.17
6 + p ( 3jF +	 w')9' :r (A' +	 2.XFC
wher	 ,Qare d1mei c 1on1 0
 stream furctior srid temreratire
repective)y.
I•1=
I	
B
.2 (g'
1114p•g
•p=	 'L' fk_'	 =PVp01,, :-i- fcgv'ka,	 C	 Cpa,	 p00
is mixture mnlcu)ar weight.
Kho, Spsrrow & Hart.net45I,when ra1in with the
corden q tjo y
 of pure vapour,corc1ded that the neglect of
continuity of intfacia1 s' er ha coripletely negligible
eUect on th heat transfer results fdr th range of pra-
meters arpropriate to Bteam under fre' corvectior. This
corclusion was irnp]eriented ir this analysis when dealiiig
witri the coulir'g of th co.rdersate ani miytur
	 cuatioris
at the interfaces
De1ing with steam—air rnixtuve ar .1 for all cae
othr than those whir'i irclu4ed irtrfacial resistarce,
similarity SOlUtipg we e obtained for tee eout1ons.
27
"hIs is done hy replacir'g theri In to integral for'rs. In
these nur-erical solutions a speotni itrative r'ethod wa'
uc . ed [41]. When in'terfaci'1 re$istarce was ! y c]uded Tviink_
owycz & prrow found t}vt the sitqi1aritT o1utions ory
exi.t for pr vapour; ir all other oases local iirI1ar1ty
was e1oyed (i.e. the apçlication of slnilarIty at a ortain
height from the leading edge).
To evaluate the necesary thermal and trarsport
properties for the cordersate layer, a reference temperature
was derived. Sparrow Pr Tlinkowycz found that a virtual coin-
cidence between heat transfer rates evaluated by so]virg the
conder qate layer equations and those uein t	 Tuseelt	 1ysi
was achieved, for the rnge of parametrs used ir the ara1ysi1
if al the properties appearing in th T'uq 9 el epressio
were evaluated at the refererce temp- ratiire defirod by
=	 + 0.31	 2.19
!-Teet tranr rer results were oht :iired for a wide range
of prruietrs Including hulk gas coreentratlon, rystem
presure level, wall to hulk tempratur difererce ar'd de-
gree of euperhea.The results, preerted as fractional red-
uctlors in heat flux against mixture-to-surface terrature.
ilfferenice, have shown that for a bulk ir corntratIo of
the heat ffux drops by about 50e' bclow tat of pure
vapour cowlensatton, rlro the inf]uece n 4 the nor-conden-
sing :as I strong]y centuatd c hu1' t';prature decreases1
The rsu)ts elro derrorstrated that the intrfacial rei$tance,
2g
thermal diffusion and diffusion therrno are second order
efrects and the effect of superheat is more lirportant when
non-condening gases are present than in the case of pure
vapour,
Coriparisons of Minkowycz & Sparrow's analysis with
Othmer's data aicd the Sparrow . tin aralycis, fig 2.03,
chow that the first analy is predicted highrr reduction in
heat trarster thsn those obtained expet'imentally and tho-e
pre(llcted by the Sparrow & Tin enalyis. The lack of agree-
mont between the two analyses was attr1hutd to the difference
in evaluating the properties of the condensate and the mixture
The effect of the non-condenjr gas ard irter'ac1 1
resistarce in the cordersatlon of movirr mit'res or a
horizontal plate w' rece'-tly inveatigited by Sp rrow,
P4irko'ycz arid 'addy [27). - in ref [37], th 'luid properti
of both the condensate and t
	 rrixture were as umed to be
constant. The efThcts of inertia and retural convection In
the condensate layer were neglected. I'um r ical solutions
were obt ired for the relevant or]ira.ry diffe'rertial equat-
ions, ard in evaluatirg the ' eat trarefer result fo' 'tear'-
air mIxtr, the refererce tempratre derived in ref [22)
was used to eva1ute the relevrt pro'orties of the cord-
enste.
'ftt heat tr r for r ults indicated a much smaller
riuetion In heat '1 i-yes hen com')ared wit those obtaired
by Mirkowycz & parrow for irixtire g
 In the abse ce of
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foced convection, fi 2.04.
A1thouh the nurnricl mthods in 9olvirg the bound-
ary layer differential equations employed in the foregoing
analyses produced " xact" 8olutions, these methods are
laborious and require ectenslve computation. Consequently
in ilecert literature, aproxirnate solutions were obtained
for these differential equations (27,43,44] • These solution8.
were based on assigning suitable profiles for the temperature1
gas concentration and the longitudinal velocity in the rnix4urE
Rose t43) and Sldger (44] considered the condensation
from mixtures, in the absence of forced convecUo, over
vertical plates while Sparrow and others [27] dealt with
moving mixtures on horizbrtal plates. Rose & Sledgers apriled
the TTusselt.i analysis to the cordensate film and ohtained
eqtations, relating heat and mass transfer parameters and
tie reTLv3rt flu5d properties.
Rose proposed t 1ie following profiles
u =
	 +
C,
w-ier u
	
are the irterfaclal yelocity and gas concentra
tion.. respectiveIy',
	
is th mixture boundary layerthickrtese
is a function of the normal distance to the plate, having
dlmenaions of velocity.
Rose dedueed the following equation
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IOSp Sc[(P P/(vP))1W/w0 1 2 C 20/21 .W0Sc/WJ
•8/(Sp2Sc)CPPI(P1 Pf)][ w0 /w0 1 2L 5 Sp128-Xw0/33
:(IO0/2l)(W/W0)2W0 /W0#8SC 	 2.20
where X: (MM)/[Mg-(MjM)W,l 	 ccp
wW-W0 0
..'o given surface—t-bu1k te.perature diffsrence,Jarvi	 ,
equation 2.20 tnay be used to determine the interf rtcial te1pez-
ature,hone the heat flux is d.eternithod uin the :uscolt
expression.
le&, ers proposed the £ol1ovin profiles:-
U/U6: I_F()_XG(1I).4G I- F('i)
•zhre F() 2'1-2')+'i
G(ii)= ((I- fu6
4 an1 are dirensionless as concsntration and. mixtute
teripoi'ature respectively
6&(8-6br3 tie cnie'i.;ae and. te L11:ture layer thicknesse
respectively
in a constant
The following equations were deduced by L3led.Cers
I 3 WKN/(W0 I2)	 2.21
___ z:rw0 1 2r5 I,	 ___
Nf'T1	 1iw0 	w	 1] 2•22
where Kn4kf( TTw )1(tt%&
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J(I /I)%/D(I-W/W0)2)
I2O.3
and 13 are known functions of
For given l,,T, dand T0 ,euation 2.22 may be aolved for,
hence T,is determined. from equation 2.21. The heat flux is
determined, using the Nusselt expression.
Comparison with the results of the exact solutions of
rerf22],ror air-eteaia mixture, shows that,at tow air concen- -
trations(i.e. less than O.0050),the results of both equations
2.20 and. 2.22,underestimate the ,heat flux while at higher air,
concentration,the three solutions virtually coincide.
Sparrow and others[27]compred. their results,obtained
from exact solutions,with the results they obtained by the
approximate solution and found virtual coincidence between
the two.
It should. be
 noted. that all of the above analyses which
were based. on the boundary layer theory are only valid. for
cases where the molecular weight of the non-condensing gas
is greater than that of the vapour. The resul's of these
analyses hold. only for mixture Grashof numbers above those
necessary for the validity of the boundary layer approxim-.
t
ations and below those t which turbulence occurs.
(b) -Experimental investigations
In contrast to the extensive theoretical treatment,
the experimental investigations on the condensation on
flat plates	 re only few [44,45,46.47,48). These invest
igatiois are all on mixtures in t e absence of forced
convection.
In these. investigations, unless it is stated otherwise
the heat flux was determined from the coolant temperature
rise and its mass flowrate and the gas concentration was
determined by measuring the mixtui!e temperature and presure
and employing the ideal—gas mixture relations,
!árnpson (45] investigated the effect of nitrogen on
the film and the dThp condensatioiof steam
	 a vertical
copper 1?late. Th.e condensipg surface ternprature was measured
by mean of six thermocouples ernbedd.ed,in1solder, in grooves
parallel to the horizontal edge of the surface (i.e. isot}-
•erpv) at a deth of 0.C251n below the surface, The g-s wa
fed continously, and together with excess etean, was vented
at the base of th' test 'lat,. • For the film condensation,
Eampson deduced th following Lmpirical expz'essiei fo the
steam—side hat—trarisfer coeffielent,
= cr k r3Pr2 hr,1 i 0.11	 2.23
where	 9is the mixture—to—surface temperature difference
X is the height of the plate
is the	 concentration by mass
C= 0.60'l forT-o.OI>4/,>4.oQ/
anc	 0.64 for 4>>O,5bOcC>W>o.e05
Brdlik (46] irvestigate4 the condensation of steam fronL,
steain—air , inixture
 oveD a hori7ontal plate. The plate wa
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cooled by watr circulatirg in charriels pas'irg through the
plate. The eordrsate was dvaire3 through a crtral hole in
the plate. The mixture and the ir1terface temperatures were
measured by verUcally moveable thernometer. The ges
corcetratior was determined from th measured corder.sate
and gas Ciowrte. U.-i hi experimertal data (in which the
gas concentration were greater than 3%), Brdlik obtained the
followirg expression for the condensate mass flowrate9
= 15D rm ( vm3v)	 2.24
L}T
where R is th ga corstant for the steam
-	 v & rm are the steam rartial presi're at the hu)k
arvI r1stive to• th coridening surface tr3tnpet.u'e
and L are amb.intpreeanre and plat. length reepective
T1i c effects of nitrogen, helium and carbon 41oxid• on
the condensation of ethanol and of nitrogen and caror
dioxide on the conderi'at1on of carbon tetrachioride were
investigated by Aker, Davis arid Crawford [47]. The vpours
condensed on two
	 of a vrtical coprer plate which was
cooled by wate" pa u sing through channels in the plate; The
nate was mounted 1n43 t'Oml flask which contained the evepor
atirg liruid. The condensing surface tewpatLre was measured
by mears of a thermocouple located at . th mid point of the
condersing plate. The experimental results were expressed in
the form of dimensionless groups, In deriving thee group
1rers, Davit and Crawford integrated the differential cupt
ion of the one dirnensioral diffusion to produce the fnllowig
3"
expre8ion
KPLRTPhmL
D V
whereKg = ______________
h. 14.A(P	 - P )go
Q is the heat flux
and gare the gas partial pres'ure at interface
and hulk respectively
P Is mixture total preeure
1'bm _______
Iii.g07Pg.
L is the height of the condensing plate
Z is th mixture layer thickness
i1 i the niixture molecular weight
A is the condensing surface area
In analogy to the natural convection heat transfer the ratio
L/Z' was tkezi as a function of tlie Grashof nd Schmidt nvniber
The relation 'hip obtained, fitting their th3tawas,flg 2.O
LRP 1 'hi	 l.O2(Gr.ScP 373 	 2.75
D	 P
Ki'oger & rohaerow [48] prforrred exprirnents for the
condensation of potasiurrr from mIxtures with helium and
.aron on the unde"side of a horizontal disc, the disc wa
coolct bj boiling water. 'be temp'rthre llrtrihution across
the thickrie c's of th plate wa deterirn1red by means of therino-
couples located in holes, drilled at various depths in the
plate, parallel o its surface. The aurfacetmperature wa
detert'Ined by extrapolation and the heat flux was determined
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from the tem;erature gradient across the plate thickness
and its thermal conductivity. Two ther!roeoupls were located
at two different depths in the vicinity of th cordensing
surface to determine the temperature profiles in the mixture
layer. Heat flixes were deterwined for various known amounts
of irjected helium or argon. Kroger &- Rohsenow expressed their
experimertal results in terms of, and compared them with, a
imp1e analy'i they developed for the heat transfr coeffic-
ient. This was based ov' the one dirrnional diffision of a gas
through another, tarart gas. This coTiparisor
	 owed a good
agreeniert between theory and experiment for pota':'ium-helium
system and a poor êgr'ement for pota 'jun-argon s'tem. The
discreparey for t! second rystem wa attributed to the
irfluerce of te convective currents which were rot irciuded
In th nlysi' an' which were more Important in the second
system thai' in the flrst('ince potassium ard argon are of
approxirately the same iio]ecul-'r weI;h'
Sldrs	 carried out a systematic 1nvetigation in
which, roy constant hnlle tempe v atur aid ca concentration,
fractional reductionsin he't flux wev determired for diff-
erent surface-to-bulk tenperature differences, In this
inveltigatlon stear was condensed fror tearn-air mlx.ture on
a vertical rlate,the plate was coo1e by froon 12 vapour.
The temperature distributions across' thr 'lte thickness and
along its height vei determined by rear s of two rows of
thermocoule o located in hole,drilled in 4 h plrite, parallel
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to its surface. The surface temperature was determined by
extrapolation and the heat flux from the temperature gradient
across the plate. The gas concentration was mea.red by samp]4T
rig using a specially adapted ?lcLeod gauge. The experimental.
results were compared with Sledger's approximate analysis
arid withthe exact analysis of ref[22]. This comparison
qhowed an. agreement to within 30% with the theoretical.
tflalyses'.
27,2 ('ondenation on tubs
—heoreticai $ r 1yses and condenserf design methods 	 -
The simplicity of the surface geometry of the flat
plate made it amerable to analysis, With tubes, however, the
surface geometry make9 the formulation of an arialyis more
difficult. Only one theoretical aralysis or tue couli be
found in the literature ( 49 this is on mixtures in the
absence of forced convectior. In most practical applications.
the mixture at the bulk has a finite velocity. Xn the design
of condensers for uch mixtures, various methods of-calculat.
ion of the surface area have been proposed [e.g. 5O5l.52J.
Thain[49] applied the boundary layer theory to the
condenetion of vapour, ofl ,(horlzontal tube/. from vapour.-
gas mixtures in the absence of forced convection. usselt'
analysis was employed for the cordensate layer. The relevant
constant property partial differential eqi atioris for the
mixture layer were transformed into ordinary differential
equ tions. These ordinary differential equationo were exactly
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the same as those obtained by Sparrow and Lin [ .37J. By making
some approximations, the boundary conditions were also the same
as those of Sparrow and. Lin, coisequently Thain used the solutions
obtained by Sparrow and Lin for the steam-air mixture, Thain,
however,found, that his analysis consistently under-estimates the
heat' flux when compared with the experimental results he obtaine
for the steam-air mixtures. This discrepancy was attributed to the
assumption he made, when formulating his boundary layer equations,
that normal velocity to the condensing surface is of an order of
magnitude less than the tengential velocity. Accordingly. Thain
neglected some of the normal velocity terms. Rowever, in estimatii
the values of these velocities at the interface, Thain found that
they are of the same order of magnitude at some parts of the
interf ace.
The calculation methods for surface area of industrial con-
den.sers are based on semi-empirical analyses and. most of these
methods involved graphical solutions. The most commonly referred
•to of these methos is that of Colburn and Hougen( 50). Colburn
and Hougen suggested that the local heat transfer rate for mixture
could be evaluated from the following energy balance equations:
h3(t_t) + K !1. h g (P-P0) - ho(tctw) - U AT 	 2.26
where t, , t0, t, are the mixture temperature at the bulk,
the interfacial temperature and the surface temperature
respectively
and	 are the vapour partial pressures at the bulk
and at the interface respectively
h0
 is the vapour-side heat-transfer coefficient
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U 1° the overall heattransfer coet1ciert
T is th overall temperatur 'ifference
hanI K are determined from te tollowirg relatIon-
"hips:
= h5(cjL/k).'-
=	 M.Tr(u,Pd)
where J ard	 ar determi3ed from suitable graphs relating
t' ere factor'- to the mixture Reynolds number[3)
c is. the mixture specific heat at constant pressure
d is the tube diameter
S
U is th mixture vicoity
( Th the rixture mas flowrate
Mm is the nean mo1erur weight of the iiiture
•	 is the log xiiear partial, pressure of te gas
relative to	 and
By graphical interation tllp avage vilue for 1A 1 Is found
hence the required ares.
xrerii.ntal investigations
Various inveUgator exsrnired t'e process of ç
• atiori from -niiture in the ahence of forced convection [25;
59,4,5,56;57;58,5']' and. from ixtu.res 'under forcecQn-
vestien eonitiona [e.g4 19,60,61,62],' Th&maj 'brityof theee
investigations aeait mkiny with steam—air mixtures and .xcept
La tour easee r57,Eb,6,621,the tubes were horzritl. In some
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investigations the data of other investigators were used to
vrify some empirical expressions[46,47]. In all these invest
igatiors, unless it is ststed otherwise, t)e heat flux was
determined from the coolant temperature rise and its mass
flowrate ard the gas corcertrqtion by measuring the micture
temperature and pressure ard using the-ideal-gas mixturereIa
ronderti
	
OP va'pnur from mixture q
 in, the aberee of
forced cor-eet1on
Othmer [42] carried out a series of tests . inwhieb he
examined th r dependpnce of the cteamside heat-transfer
coef!icient on thre v riebles,during t1'e condensation of
steam from stearn- p ir rrixtur. These variables wer air
conceritratior, rrixture-to-surface temperaturo difference
and the mixture temperature. By keeping two of these van
ables constant he determined the variation of the coeffici
with the turd variable. The apparatus consisted of four
tubes, the outer ore In which water w boiled at atmosph-
eric corditiors, the generated steam condensed on an inner
tube (the test tube). Inside the test tube water wa boiled
at sub.atmospheric conditions ( this wa to insure a conet&t
surface temperature). The steam generated at the eub-atmo..
spheric coriditiors,condensed on t'io tubes passing through
the test tube; Water at room temperature passed through these
two tubes. The surface temperature was measured by a thermo-
couple embedded In the su rface. The gs corcentratIon was
determined from the ga" partial pressure, whic was directly
if 0
measured by a specially designed rnrorneter[.3},and the
vapour partial pressure. Othrner deduced th' following
Impirical expres5. Ion for the coefficient, of heat transfer.
logh0 = log(l.2l3—O.00242T) +'	 '
£tor'/5;439 - lJ{og(W+C.5O5)-1.55l_O.O9T2 2.7
where T jq the mixture—to—surface temperature difference
P Is the mixture temrerature
W Is the percentage gas concentration by volunie
Lartgen54) carried out asimiliar but less detailed
examination to that of Othmer. In son'e tests the pressure
and wall temperature were held constrt while varying the
sir concentration and in other tests tbe pressure and gas
corcentrtIon were held onstant while varying the wall
temperature. Mixed condensation prevailed In all the tests
that Lancer performed. Th surface temperature was meaured
by areeistince wire therTnQmeter embedded In grooves along
the surface. Th gas was fed continouly into the system and
tl"e gas concentration was determined from the measured mass
flowrates of th. gas	 t'e collected condensat. Langen
obtained the following expre8slon for th condensate masq
flux:—
II'	
l4.(W''1'	
P )*SY
)
where W.ts air aonc.ntration by aaes
2,2R
•	 T and P are the vapour partial pressure at the
•	 v	 vo
bulk and the interfice.
Luder [56) irvestigated the ondnsation of 8te&m and
Ill
carbon tetrachloride from mixtures with various gases,
mairly air, hydrogen end iethane. Although luder ealculate
the vepnur—sire heat tr,c'fer coefficient and the vapour
partial prescure reltive to the surfade tmpeature, he
did rot 'xplain the methods he used in these calculations.
'T he foUowir expression was deduced for the vapour—side
heat trars'e coefficient, fig 2.06 .
r Pt	 r	 y
'C = C	 0 I lnIo - 11
1P1 . 1 2 J 	 1 J- rj
where D = tie 1jffusion coefic1ent
C = a cortart which varies from one vapeur—gas
r'ixture to ar'other
P0 = rrixture preure
P1 &	 ere thr vapour p'rtial presiui 	 te bulk
r cJ relative o the 'urface temperature i.ctiv'iy
The rit hand 'ide of equation 2.29 i a function of
the cas concer.tra:ti lr, therefore fi 2.06 1riictes that for
e -•lveri corcentrtior.,th reduction ir heat flux when the
air in present is less the thit 'he methane is prsent
and more than thit '}ir ìi' ydrog'r i r1resent.
'"olouhirskli ani Yarnpolskii ( 57 ] 1nvestiated the
condensation of qtea, fror steam—air mixtures over a
vertical tube. The surface temperature wa measured by
nans of termocoup1es embedded in grooves 'lorg the height
of the tube. The gas covceri tration wa determined fro'n the
measured flowrates of the condeneate and the ga', The
followirg e'rre1or was deduced for the nteam—side ht
transfer coefficient.
=0.48 h /(W )	 2,3(
where his the heat transfer coefficient correspmidirg
t the corden-ation of pure vapour with the same
wizturetosurfaoe tempeMture aiffererce.
'e 1'riece( 55j investigated the condefisation of
ri-heptane from mixtires of n-heptane.and inethaflS4 The beat
flux was deterniinedfroiflthe cooling wateT' inlet añl outlette
erature difference and its mass flowrate. To determine the
vapour-side coefficient the Wilson plot was used, This erI'
tailed the plotting ot tie reciprocal of the overal. co
efficient agairt the reciprocal of 0. power of the oöolig
water velocity and by 'xtraolating to zero value for the
abscissa the vapour-side coefficient was deterrni'tecl for
each gas concentration. De Friece did rot present his data
in any mathematical forri. Akers, Da'js and Crawford[ 47j,
however, fitted Iangen' [4] and e Pr1ece's55] data
by the following correlation.
gLPT	 = 0.62(Gr.S3°'373
	
2.l
rdlik [46) used the dataof Otlrner[423 Langen(
Toloubinekil nd Tani,olkii (57] and chdrnehuk[67} to
obtain the following expression fo the heat transfer coeff
ici'r1t4hn the gas concentration by volume is less than 0.O
p	 01
h0 = 0.43 h	 I"tl ()...O2.8	 232
IYai
where	 = the ?us'elt coefficient for the condensation
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of pure vapours
the mixture pressure
the barometric pressure
W the gas concentration by volume
Mazykevich [58] investigated the effect of air on
the condensation of ammonia from ammonia-air mixtures over
a horizontal tube. The surface temperature was measured by
thermocouples fitted in grooves on the tube surface. Thermo.
couples were held In various positions, in the mixture,
around the periphery of the tube to examine the temperature Of
mixture distribution around the tube, The gas concentration
was determined by venting and sampling the mixture from three
various points In the mixture chamber, The investigtIon
indicated a marked variation in the mixture temperature,
around the tube, fIg 4.07; Koweyer,no variation in the mixture
concentration was detected. Nazykvich compared his results
with those he obtained for the condensation over a vertical
tube [64,65] . This comparison, fIg 2.08, shows that, for
ga concentration greater than 0.1 by volume, there is very
little difference In the heat transfer ooefticient, whether
the tube was horizontal or vertical, For concentrations less
than 0.1 the coefficient for the horizontal tube is greater
tI'an that for the vertical tube.
Hampson (1 examined the effect of air on the steam-.
efle heat-transfer coefficient in the film and drop conden.-
aatlIon of steam on a horionta1 tube. The steam-aide coerf4oient
4
II. 4
was determined from the overall coef ficient using the
"ileon" plot. The mixtt&re was vented to determine the gas '7
concentration y sampliri	 Hanipson round that the overall
tieat traxisfer coefficient varied, when varying the position
of the vent.
Provan [25 1 investigated the effect of superheat and
non-condensing gases (namely air and argon) on the conder-
ation of steam on a horizontal tube. The surface temperature
wac determined from the heat flux, the tube thermal conduc-'
tivity and the cooling water mean temperature. 1'rovan expr-
ed his data in terms of equation 2.31 and deduced that
this equation underetimated the resistance to mass transfer.
Be ao oun
	 that a slight improvement in heat flux
resulted when the mixture was superheated and that for a
giver ga conoeitration, the reduction in the heat fluxes
is tie same whether the ga is air or argon.
/
	
	
Thair [49] examined the effect of air, argon and
helium on th ste-mit condensation on a horizontal tube. The."
tube was used ai resistance thermometer which enabled Thain
to meaaure the tube mean temperature. The mixture gauge
pressure was kept at lOin of water. For various gas co'ic-
entratioris, the variation in heat flux with varying mixture-
- to-surface temperature difference was determined. empera-ture
profiles in the mixture layer were also determined, Thain
compared his re bits, as well a those of Othmer[42J
Tcelrnan [66j and Provari [25, with the equations deduced by
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Othmer [42], Largen [54], ]Luder(56], Brdlik t46] and Aker,
Davi- and Crawford (47j . These comparisons Indicated
that these equations are not valid except for the data they
were derived from. The failure of all these equations to
correlate his reults satisfactorily prompted Thain to
develop his own correlatior, lie deduced dimensionless groups
from the' boundary la7er theory equ'itions and the equation
for the gas-vapour interfacial mass transfer rate,	 then
correlated his own data and those of Othiner [421, Provan (25]
and ICelman [66) by the following equation, fIg 2.09:-
c.73(Sc.Grvg)t
'I'
where m 2sthe condensate nass flowrate
Niz	 mf	 i iivg
and Ware-t}ie gas concertratlon at interface
and huTh respectively
d Is the tube 1iameter
P Ic the mixture mean density
D is the diffusion coefficient
Gryg &- Sc are the mixture mean Crashof and Schmidt
	 '
numbers respeetively
Cord nstirn from mixtures Ir the- presence of foroød
convetior
I
Although there is a considerable rurnber of Investig-
ationa on the condensation from moving mixtures, the
n'ajority of tee investigations were pArformed on IrdutrIal
-
'.6
cordersers. The object in each of these investigations
being either to obtain heat transfer data for design
purposes or to test the reliability o' a'ret)'od of calcul
ation for the surface area
In some irvetigatione, the effect of mixture velocity
•1
on heat transfer was examined .9,6O,6l,62, these invest-
igations have shown that heat flux; ircreasegrapidly with 1
Increasing mIxture Velocity.
Comparison of heat transfer results for iixtures
in the absence of forced convection and for mixtures in the
presence of fc'rced convection, (shown in fig 2.10), indicates
that heat flux is much less susceptible to the non_condensing
cases when the n'ixtures are flowirg with a finite veincity
than when they are stacnant,
2.3 Conclusion
Film condensation in the presence of non-condensing
gases on plane surfaces has received extensive theoretical
treatment. In all cases the boundary layer approximation
was used for the conservation equations in the gas-vapour
mixture and only laminar flow conditions were considered.
To obtain "exact" solutions of the laminar boundary-..layer
equations, the so-called similarity transformation technique
was used (for these solutions it was necessary to use numerical
fliethods) and to date, detailed solutions have been obtained
only for steam-air mixture • To obtain suQh solutions the
time requirement,even with modern computers,is considerable
I	 I..
'+7
ani consequently appro.mate solutions have been developed
1eadin; to clo3ed-fQrn solutions. 2r air-stea ixtires
agree"ient between the ecact and approximate solutions is
sa.ti sfactory.
As rni:ht have been expected, th3ory indicates that
the reduction of heat transfer due to the presence of non-
condensing cases is much smaller when forced convection is
oresent.
The detailed exact solutions of Minkowycz and 3parrow
[22), in 'qhich the effects of interfaalresistance, super-
heating, free convection due to concentration gradients,
thermal diffusion, liffusion therino and. variable properties
of both layers indicated that, when a non-condensing gas
is present, thece other factors are generally of second'3ry
importance.
elatively few experimental investigations into the
effect of non-conlensing gases on heat-transfer during con-
densation have been reported. All these investigations were
carried out under free convection conditions (i.. in the
absence of forced convection). In the most recent of these
investigation. [Li.4] , the experiments were compared with theory
and good. agreement was found.
In contract to the flat plate, the analytically less
tractable case of condensation on tubes has received very
li'tle the9retical treatment. An analyzis [Ls9], based on
the boundary layer approximation, has been proposed for
'i.8
condensatipn on horizontal tubes from gas-vapour mixtures
in the absence of forced convection. This analysis, however,
was found to consistently uMer-estimate the heat flux
when compared with experiment. This was attributed mainly
to the errors resulting from the simplified assumption ma4
in the analysis ,that the mixture normal velocity to the
condensing surface is an order of magnitude less than the
tangential velocity.
Many experimental investigations have beet 1'eported
on the condensation on tubes from mixtures in the absence
of fozced convection. The heat transfer results in many
cases have been summarised in the form of empirical or semi-
empirical expressions. However, the data obtainedj the
various investigations are not iii good agreement with each
other, and consequently there is no sat4factory general
correlation.
Pew experimental invöstigations have been carried
out on the effect of mixture velocity on the condensation
on tubes, ir the presence of non-condensing gases.
would be expected, and as theory indicates for the flat
plate case, vapour-gas mixture velocity markedly reduces
the effect of the non-condensing gas in reductn the heat
flux.
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Temperature distribution in the mixture in the condenser vapor
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Considerations
3.1	 The effect of including the variation of conden5ate
film thickness with height in flose's analysis
3.Z	 Condensation from a mixture containing a gas lighter
than vapour
3.3	 Condensation from a mixture whose bulk temperature
varies with height
59
As indicated in chapter 2, the exact solutions for
the present problem are laborious and reqtire extensive
eon'putatior. For instance ?linkowycz and Sparrow [22]
indicated, in their variable property solutions, that even
with a "large" coinputer (type CDC 1604) the time requirement
is maurable in terms of hours. Consequently approximate
irtegral solutions which give relatively simple and more
easily employahie results heve been proposed (43.44L In
these solutions thA mixture properties were taken to he
constant. These approxi'nate analyses, ho qever, underestimate
te heat flux when compared with the "exact" analysis of
riinkowycz an Sparrow [22). Rose [43] suggested that a cloeer
areent with the exact arialyis results might be obtiined
if a differert method of estimating the veae properties
o the gas—vapour rixture is employed in the results of his
enproxlmate analysis.
In his analysis, Rose neglecte4 the thickening of the
condensate film with distance down the plate. This iniht
contribute to the di c agreement with the exact analysis,
though It would not be expected to affect th results strongly
since thickness of condensate layer va1es only as the 0.25
power of distance down the plate. Sledgers t") tor)(tis
variation Into account, hut other a spects or this
seem, to the present writer, to be questionable, (See
aperdIx 6). ronsequently it is proposed here to i1ue the
60
variation of corderisate !flrn thickne3s with h'ieht in ose's
nalyis	 to invstigate the extert to which tis
influerces the result.
3.1 The	 o inclulir th vriatior of corideret ft1n
t-icknese witi' hipht in Rose's ra1yaie
The situation cor e' Iclered is that of a vspour condensing
or a vertical isothrt] plate from a mixture in the absence
of forced corvctior. It is assumed that both the condensate
and the m1xtur lsers are lemirar and that 1ug lt' q analysis
holds for th- eordeñate layer. xcept ror th' derity in
thr huoyar.cy term 0 r tie mixturemomentur' e r ition, the
mixture ani the con1.rrte properties are tar as onstart,
The rrocelmJre, to be followed here, irrolvi1 the
mixture equatiors 1 the same as tht employed by Hose (43].
excPDt tnt th r irsrintlor of the cordensate film t}'i&niess
will be included. This is to be taker into aoount in the
asiimed coTcertratton and velocity profiles, when irteratirg
the mixture equations ard in th int.pfacial ve1ocit
and gas iTrph'me.ability corditiors.
With the co—oiratesyen repreerted in f1 3.01,
the relevant i'ounthir 1yer e'nations of contirulty,
womertum en 1if'usio zre respectively (37],
6" Ov 0
+ v =	
-	 +I.) %
bY	 p	 6?
S
I.
3.02
61
	
ii	 v61	 D4	 3.03
	
6'	 67
'or t-e cont'Iersate layer,the si"p1e !ue1t 
•, 
theory(1
gives the following expre1on for the ir.terfacial velocity,
coMeiisate layer thickness ard wae flow rate 'espect1v1:':
-
= (g.Sp)x	 3.C40
Si
IPg	
3.05
S
8PPf2	 31	
3.06
4
wre	 = (T0 
_T) kf
Sp
uvnirg th vapour ar.d the gas to be perfect g5ee,
ar ts using the ibhs—Dlton wix +ure equations, tl-e biiorcy
term in equatior .02 may be written:-
g(l —
	 gXw	 3.07.
where I = (Tç — M.) /[ :i , —(i' — v,, ) we,]
iT1r 3.01 end 3,07 equations 3.02 and 3.03 may be
re—written a follows,[43],
6 (u2 ) 6 (uv)	 gXw ^ôu
	 308
o (iW)	 6 (vW)	 ___
+
3 • 09
Equations 3.08 end 3.09 may be integrated, with respect
to y, across the mixttre leyer thickness to give respectively
62	 1
((j2 ) •
	 u.Ai) = gxjw dy
ocf
6+1
u w dy) + vW 0 -	
-	 3.11
But since U	 0, tor the conditionôYj	 I 61J A+a
o ro s1i at th" irterface, u4= u0 (see ref f5)), arii,
in integrating equation 3.01, v	 i	 d([ôu dy),
equations .10, 3.11 are reduced to the following,
6iid-(f u2 dy) - u0 v	 XJt w y - v[buJ	 3.12
+	 V = ...Dr1
	
3.13
dx 4	 LbYJA
' rhere w0	 W0
Equations 3.12 and 3.13 riy he so1ved by asuruing
uitab1e profiles and specifying some iT'terfacial conditiorw.
In aralogy with the solution or the terperature induced
natural onvect1or (70,71,72), the fol)owirg velocity and
concertration profiles may be asumed
	 (43]-
u	 (u0 + t) (1 - t 2 )	 3.14
w 
=	
(1 •-t) 2
	3.1.5
where	 Ic a runction of x havir dimenelors of velocity
'Y In[] 61s taken to have the same value for both
velocity and concentration b r urdary layer.
Considering the interface to be Impermeable to the
ron-condensing die!,
63
I
6r2sP3]_l 2Dw
0
 f4
wo
I 3 • 22
_{Pc ( u j	 + pDijj]	 3.16
'I'he first term of the 'right hand side of equation 3.16 Ia the
natural corvection contribution to the uiasa tranRfer while the
second term is the diffusion contribution (for the derivation
of 3.16 see rer[443).
.
• .	 D(6W	 u1d&	 3.17£	 +
Ir differentIatIrg equations 3.14 and 3.15 we have
ra1	 v('- u.)
Lbyi
—2 Dw,
163LIg	 6
v	 -2Dw	 u d6
&	 0+ o()
"0
3 • 18
3.19
3,20
The other Interfacial condition to be used is that the iIxture
,iasc' flux to the Interface iwst equal the conde"sete !naa9
flux leaving the irt'rfac-e into the liquid,
[PU A 
-PvI	
ri Cx)	 g= 3.21
or te derivation of 3.21 see ref(5J.]r co v b1nIrg 3.20 and 3.21
we have: —
Usirg 3.14,3.15,3,19,3.20 ar'l 3.21 equations 3,]2 anl 3.13
may be re reduced to :-
d (oJ'u2dt) u 2	 2ij Dw =
— o (-'.'-) +dx--
6 W0
3.23
61i 	-
#1
= g xoJ wdt...uU - 2u0)
1•I
6 /	 - w U (16 2rDw
___	
3.24
where r = WdW0
In IrteratIrg 3.23 ad 3.24 .in conjunction with 3.14 ar(1 3.1
'I
we have:—	 -
2 U0U	 U 
I 
u 2 (14 2u0Dw0 	-
-r +	 +	 -	 +
= gX w0 -	 - 2u0)
,w u	 w0u	 - 2Dw, r	 3.26
j=0
Th eolutIors tk t,e form:-
11=
6 =
1J0=
J 
uqp1t thory
and A=r.x
where A,B,o, and d are constants, c and d are determIned from -
equatIons 3.04 and 3.C5 as follows'-
CI![.SPJ
- P2gJ
substItutIng for 6 In equation 3.22 we have
B 2PowV)D/f[Pf1Lf2 SP1*
do
substituting for B, c andd and in ell"ilriatlrg
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equations 3.25 and 3.26 we have
'P.pP jii r0r1	 20 'lOSp.Sc( -)fr-J (
	 + •!' I 
+ 
Sp7S0
XW	 S Se("o)(Pf)(	 200,5 Sp	 o
-	
+	 + - r) +
50	 (Pr
T Sp.Sc)(.-\ - +
	
=
2w0
+ 8 Sc 3 • 27
'or given W,	 and mixture-to-rurface temperature
difference, equation 3.27 may be solved to obtain the
Interfacial temperature. Thr heat flux is then calculated
fror' the Tusselt expression.
Usirg equatior 3.27, heat trar ie resilts weTe
computed for various stesm-ga mixtures. These reult
will be discussed in chapter 6.
3.2 Con ns±ion fror a mitir containiri. a
	 li:hter
thn vapo"r
The analyses (exact and approximate inôluding that
of section 3.l)referred to earlier, are only applicable
In situations where the boundary layers of both the
condensate and as_vPpour mixture layers have the same
leading edge (I.e. for s vertical plate, whore the non-
condensing gas is heavier than the vapour). For the reverse
case a semi-Empirical analysis will be developed here.
In this case there Is no common "le1ing ecge" for
the gas mixture and cordenrate layers. The mixture, as
66
before, is richer .tr gas (I.e. the gas corcertration
inerec) nearr to the surface than in the bu]k end
sirce the gas i lighter than the vapour, the mixture
density becomes smeller. Therefore, in a gravitational
field, the mixture tends to move upwards, near the inter-
fac, as well as towards the interface, It is thus rot
possible to match the interfacial conditions.
is a first approximation we regard the interface
as a statinnery plane vertical isothermal surface, permeable
to the vapour only. The influence or the conde !Irte TTlotion
on the problem is thus initially ignored. This approximation
rerroves the above mentioned difficulty and leads to a
special case of t e situation where the gas is heavier
than the v.pour. .th empirical correctinn for the condensate
motion i included later.
With the co—ordinate eystem represented in fig 3.02
the mixture bounery layer equtions e'e
a ,
	ay• - 0
	
5.28
+	
.3.29
uôF v64 D6V
+	 = -	 .	 .3.30
The rooedure of solvirg 3.29 nd 3.30 Is the sane
as that for equetior 3.02 and 3.03, however the velocity
and corcentr-u'Ion profiles become
2u = ut(].	 t)	 3.31
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w w(l -	 3 • 32
where t = Y/ô
The procedure yields the follo'xing equation:-
1c	 i Sc.]	 PfPf12.0p3	 ____
- 7	 3.33I p-ji-j	
w-'0
For given Wa,Ø T arid mixture—to--surface temperature
difference,equation 3.33 may be solved to obtain the
interfc1al temperature. The approximate heat flux is then.
cilculated from the ]usselt expression,
Now, the erfect of the condensate motion is to drag
the mixture downwards at the interface so that the mixture
moves downwards near the interface. However, further away
from the interface, the mixture tends to move upwards. One
might expect tese complicating effects to impede convection
ard thus ultimte1y diniinish heat transfer. Therefore, as a
rough appro-imatior,the ratio of the th'oretical mixture
velocity to the condensate velocity could serve as a
variable upon which the required correction may be made.
Ii' i'icudirg the condition that as uo- S the correction
fioto' - 1, thi coectior factor may be t-ken as:-
111 4 
0
maxJ
where	 is t'e maximum mixture velocity according to
the theoretical analysis
is tbe condensate velocity at the interface
n is a corstert to be determined by comparison with
68
ex L rx"mertal data
.hen	 and u0
 are evaluated from t}e analysis and Iusselt
exI ression , exr resion 3.3+ reduces to
11 	 pp w02
	
3 • 35
5.Cp.c
Using the present experimental data for ateam- 1ielium mixtures
(see chapter 5),satisfactory agreement with data ws obtained
when n=_fl•35c• ihese semitheoretcal results are discussed
in chapter 6.
3.3 Condensation fro' a riixture w"oe bulk tei'i.craturo varie5
with l'eig}-t
Lxistin theoretical treatments for tie Iresent problem
(including those of sections 3.1 and 3.2)are based on the
assumption that the temperature outside the boundary layer is
constant. in t'e present experimental work, this temperature
was found to vary with height(see Appendix 2). Consequently
an attempt was made to include the variation of temperature
outside the boundary layer in tie theory. rowever,it was not
possible to obtain similarity solutions for this case as was
found for the case of 8inie Ja3e free convection [73] • ¶ his
is because when matcing conditions at interface, tLe e'uations
obtained were not indeuendent of the nate height (to obtain
similarity solutions these euations must be independent of
the plate hei-ht).
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jl General
With reference to fig 4.Cl, steam was generated from
de—ionized water in the boiler. A measured quan'Uty of rion
condensing gas could be introduced to the boiler through
the gs injection "ystem (3). The mixture then passed into
the steam chamber entering via the flow d±srcrnL
&ect.Lon (i). The steam condensed on the vertical test plate
( p3) wh1ch was cooled on the revere e1d by water paing
through the box	 (9). The condenate returned to the
boiler via the steam supply line.
For leanljnesa, all parts of the apparatus which
care in contact with water or mixture were either glans,
stinles steel or riorel, ?11 parts of the apparatus were
stainless steel unless indicated differert)y.
The boiler con'isted of a vertical cylindrical glass
vessel 1Pm ir dianeter and 301n high, closed at both ends
ith s+ainlec3s steel hets O,.0631r thick backed by mild
steel plate 0.in thick. (fig 4.03
	
details of the
top of the boiler). The b.oilerwes fitted with two irnersion
heaters of 5kW() and 2.kN(4) each was supplied through a
variable trarsforrrer. The boi'er was 3agged by boxing in
Sthgraruar verniculite. A narrow slit (2) wa cut out
from on 'ide of th box to al'o vi'ual observation of the
water level,
The steai chamber was a horizonta cylindrical glas
vessel of 8j 
.diameter A 1naller cylinder brenche at
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rig}t arg1e frrn the upper surface of the cylinder to
w}ich a double_t-lazed 1ectrica11y heeted window (11) wes
tolte'.	 -tinle	 steel nate of thioknes 0.51n (6) ws
t'olted to the fro r t end of the vesel (see fig 4,04). This
end plate carried two thcrniocoup1acarryirg tubes ant't a
"p-ohe", all mounted on a n'onel plate (10) which could he
moved ve r tiea]iy (see fig 4.10). The probe coild he
traversed 'o rizontaliy, ( dtail of the thermocouples and
the probe wifl he givn later). A ''riall doub1e-1azei
1ectrical1y }'ated window was fixed to the mic1'le of the
morel plate, t"is allowed vi'ua1 observations of the
('ordersing surface, situated o"poite to the monel plate,
Ar a"embly cPry1ng the test plate and the coollrg
box wa bolted to the bck end of the vessel. The aembly
coniiste.c1 of a siair1ei
	 tee1 tube l4an
	 internal
'1ia'Gter, o1deed t ore rd to a ctain1ec steel sheet
back'd by a p'lld steel disc (7), At tb other end of the
tube, which exterded rto the steam chanber, e sta1n1es
steel dic is bolted. The d3.c cariec) the test plate ar
the cooling box.
.2 Teat I1e
nic plst e w- i high purity cor e d1c (10.9c'),
(.l2ir irete	 nd 0.Pjn thick. It wa nichir,ed from
ore fce doer to e depth o' °.lF7in leaving a central
qure or cde 3,liri hich fo'-me rl the condenirg surface,
fig 4 • C, A horizontal groove o&2Oin i1th -ird l.75ir
7k
length was machired centrally in the back of the plate to
a depth of 0.420in. This groove hou3ed an accuratly
located "Araldite" strip containing butt—welded therrno-
couples o that these therrroeouples ran along lines
pral1el to the urfsce (i.e. isotherms during operation).
The distances of these thermocouples from the condensing
surface were accurately measured by a travelling microscope
before the strip wa inserted into the plate.
The thermocouple were !icrom—Constntan of about
r4 0085in diameter. They were butt—welded in a Spembly arc
welding instrurrent type W14. Good non—oxidised urct1ons
ware nhtairel when rgon wa cprayed over the area where
welling took place. The Araldite strip was cast in a
specially desIgr	 mould (showr in fig 4.CR). 'rhe thermo
couples were hell taut and parallel in the mould, with the
junctiors at its centre. Liquid Araldite was then poured
over the junctions to form a 0.02Cm thick leyer enclosing
the thermocouples and extending r.625in on e1thr side of
the junctions. To prevent the &raldite from stikirg to
the mould, all surfaces coming into cortact with the layer
were P.T.'.F. urfacs. Th mould was then placed in an oven
to cure and arrieal th Araldite.. When the Araldite strip
was In position in the tet plate, 'rhe thermocouple leads,
Insulated with P.V.C. sleeving (not shown ir figs 4.05
and 4.07),were taken out o the nate through two shallow
groove, exterdini oi either side o the groove carrying
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the Ara].dite strip,alorg the entire diameter of the plate,
fig 4.fl6. 'PO prevent water leaks in to these grooves, a
tapered sliding copper strip, figs 4.05 and 4.06, was
fitted tightly in a tapered groove machined over the
?arlier one, For sealing purposes silicOTlerubber paste was
pread over the thermocouple leads filling the spaces in
the shallow grooves before Inserting the copper strip.
The cooling box	 , flg 4.07, was designed so that
the cooled region of the plate had the same dimensions as
those of the coidensing surface, i'he depth of the cooling
water channel was 0.(D201r, The cooling water passed through
two heaters, each of 2kW, before entering the cooling
boz
P.P.F.'. frame fitted over the front face of the.
test plate o as to leave only the square condensing area
exposed, Along thevertical edges of the condeneirig area,
PST.'. ' . q tri p
 extended a distance of ,2in into the
steam chamber to form boundary layer 'guides.
The heat flux wa detern'ined from the temperature
gradient through the te at plate. Tempratures at six
different depth were meaured by the thermocouples In the
!raldite strip. Pie condensing surface temperature was
deteryr ired by etripolatior.
To leternine the thermal conductivity of th. plate,
a 'reci'rer waq machined from the same hlork of copper used
to make the test plate. The dimer.Ions of' the pecImen were
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Gin x O.125in x O.065in. Its electrical conductivity was
nieasured by means of a Kelvin Double Bridge. Using Smith
and Palmer method[683. The thermal conductivity of the
specimen at room temperature was calculated.: This was
found to be 3.8'i W/(cm K). This figure agrees well with
the suppliers of the meta recommendation of 3.85 W/(cm K).
£
&lthough the thermal oonductivity is dependnt on temperature
a constant value was used f or the heat transfer calculation
(i.e. 3.85 W/(cin K)), since the variation of this value
-4(ix1O J/(cm K)/K f or the range O. 2OO°q, as indicated. in
ref[69J),over our range of temperature was negligible
compared with the accuracy with wkich it was measured;
moreover, the precision with which the heat flux is required
does not warrant minor oorrection.
4.3 The flow dispersinK section
Ihis part of the apparatun,fig 4.01, is fitted to the
inside of the steam chamber front plate. The function of this
section was to provide uniform flow towards the condensing
plate. The section containsthree vertical screens of fine
stainless steel mesh, parallel to the condensing brfaee.
This number of screens and. their locatIon in the section
were determined experimentally using air. The unifomity
of flow of air through the steam chamber,was studied as
follows: -
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2he probe was replaced by the fibr anemometer d.iscrib
ed in appendix (1) so that the fib,', laid in a horizontal
plane, parallel to the test plate. Two telescopes with
graduated eye pieces were located as shown in fig 4.02.
The vertical and, horizontal deflections of the fibL'e could
be determined by these telescopes.The test plate was dismant
led from the steam chamber. The air was inteoduced through.
the boiler and was allowed to pass
	 the steam chamber.
In entering the steam chamber the air passed through a
preliminary cardboard box,fig 4.17, attached. to the front
plate of the steam chamber(this box was used. for ease of
modification). After passing over the fibre, the air issued
through a square hole in the steam chamber back plate(the
location of the condensing plate in actual tests). The
pattern of flow of air through the steam chamber was there-
fore, similar to that of the steam-gas mixtures in the heat
transfer tests.
	 -
For a range of air flow rates, the fibre deflections
were measured. 2ltese measurements 'were made over a height
range equivalent to that of the square hole and witl4n a
horizontal distance range of 8in from the vertical plane
containing' the square hole. This range of flowrates was
comparable to that of the steam-gas mixtures tobe used. in
- the actual tests (the steam-gas mixture £lowrates were esti.
mated from the analysis of chapter 3). Various comb.Lnations
r
I	
-	 -
7of screens with different spacings were used to obtain a
uniform flow of air. However,' a uniform air velocity dis'.
tribution was obtained when fitting the cardboard box with
three equispaced. 1in apart) screens. In 4)Lah of the flowrate
used,the air velocity was fountl to be constan over a height
range equivalent to tb.at of the square hole and wihtin a
distance of Gin from it.
A stainless steel flow dispersing section was then
constructed having the same dimensions and number of screens
as those found satisfacbory whem using the cardboard box.
'l. .i Temperature and pressure measurements of the
Steaia-.aa—mjxtui'e
The gauge pressure of the mixture was measured by a
water manometer, fig 4•0.• This was connected by a zubber
tubing to a tube passing through the front plate of the
steam chamber, and. extending to just below the top window,
fig 4.01, (so that this could be .
 used. for purging gases
lighter than steam).
Temperature profiles normal to the condensing suraoe
were measured by the thermocouple of the probe, fig 4.12.
Temperatures of the mixture half way between the test plate
and the flow.dispersing section and near this section were
measured by the thermocouples in the fixed tubes • Since
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these parts are carried by the moveeble monel plate, these
temoeratures and profiles cu1d be measured at various
horizortal planes.
The stm of the probe was fl.l7in o.i. stainless
steel tube with a stainless steel piece fitted tigh'tly
over one of its ends. This piece supported two hypodermic
tubes which formed a horizontal U—shape at exit from stem.
The ends of this U—shape were 3m apart. A Nicrom—Constantan
0. 0O5in diameter thrmocouple wa stretched between the
arms of the U so tt the junction wa in the middle of the
span between the arms. The wire passed through the hypoder-
mb tubes rd via a slot in the probe and along 1t' entire
length, out of the chamber. Except for the exposed portions,
both wires were lagged with P.V.C. sleeving. The exposed
part was insulated with varnish. This insulation was tested
after imriersion in boiling water for an hour and exposure
to steam for another hour and found to be satisfactory.
The probe could be traversed horizontally and with
a precision of 0.05mm, through a distance of 2cm. This
was achieved by a ve'nier scale on the probe outside the
steam chtmber, fig 4.31.
The o l-her two thermocouple tubes we re stain1es steel,
eachO.1251n diameter and closed at the end which is inside
1 the steam chamber. To insure that the thermocouples carried
by these tubes were uffic1ently imrwrsed the tubes were
each bert to form a horizontal L, The base of the L being
parallel to he condensing surface.
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For sealirg purposes "0" rings were located in the
monel plate through which the thermocouple tubes and the
probe passed.	 -
The monel sliding plate covered a rectangular hole
machined in the front plate of the steam chamber, the plate
could be moved vertically by means of a screw anchored to
the steam chamber front plate. This movement and hence the
vertical location of the probe and the two tubes was irdle-
ated on the scale engraved on •the
	
monel plate's guides
with a preóision of 1mm, fig 4.07.
1or-Conder1sing Gas Injection and Cone
Measurements
The gas ir.jection system, fig 4.O consisted of. two
vertical glass cylinders of 2.51n diameter, one of which was
graduated. The graduated cylinder was fixed while the other
one could be moved vertically. The two cylinders were
connected at their lower ends by rubber tubing. The sliding
cylinder was open to atmosphere at its upper ends The grad-
uated cylinder had a three way stop cock at its upper end.
One outlet branch of this stop cock was connected to the gas
cylinder while the other branch was connected to a three-way
leak-proof stainless steel valve which led to the boiler
(the other branch of this valve was connected to a vacuum
pump), The two cylinders contained distilled water with the
graduated one initially filled.
The injection procedure was as fol]ows:-.
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That part of the system between the stairless steel valve
and tne boiler was first evcuated, The gas was then allo-
wed to flow from its cylinder into the evacuated space and
into the graduated cylinder thereby dlsplacirg some of the
water into the other cylin'ier. The gas supply was then clo-
sed ( at the gas cylinder) and by slidirg the rr'oveable
cylinder, the water levels in both cylinders were made to
lie in the same horizontal plare, thereby ensuring that th
gas pressure was atmopher1c, The volume of enclore5 gas
was ther. observed. To irject the gas into the -oi1er, the
stainless steel va)ve was opened ard the moveable cylinder
was raised unlil the water flfled the graduated cylinder.
The stairlesc steel valve was firellyclosed. The (iiçlaced
volume of the gas in the graiivated cy1iider reçrererted the
volume of the gar injected into the bofler.
The average gas concrtration wa fou1d uirg the
krowr dimensions of the boHèr, teai chnrr ber an nipes
ard the observel w-tter level in th boUr (see specirer
c;'lcution an'e-dd 3).
L6easuremet o the therno electrical rotert1l
diff'erqvce
The leede of 1'oth t'e 'Scro rn nd	 froir nil
the meurirg urc'1orr wre
	
dcrc- tc h'ke' er-rnIied
corper wtre' , i, .li, which wee .l eved in p:l's by Pjr
iir P	 :leci-g t one p1r rr each t"irccupie), fig
'}'-c wires we taker tr' 	 s'letor swic, The to
urctnrs irvolv1r t1y c!Opp' lv.ip	 re pir'ed jr
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fitting thin wal'ci gla	 tube. The las tubes (o"ie for each
thermocouple) were immersed to a depth of about lOin in
finely ground, closely packed, melting, distilled—water
ice contained in a large Thermos. The ice formed the ref .-
erence junction and at the same time eliminated any e.m.f.
due to the lead wires, dare was taken to Insure that the -
cold junction tubes were not clustered in bundles. It
should be mentioned that the cqld junction tubes for the
test plate thermocouples were not made with the actual
thermocouple leads but with the wires from the sale reels.
These wires were twisted with their corresponding therno-
couple leads and held by a terminal when the test plate had
been assembled with the steam chamber, This avoided making
rew cold junctions each time the. plate was assembled with
the steam chamber.
The selector switch was covered by an aluminium box
to avoid draught. The leads from the selector switch were
taken through a reversing switch to the potentiometer. By
taking !orward and reverse readings errors due to spurious
e.m.f$. were nilnimised. The calibration of potentiometer,
measuring to 0.1pW, had been newly checked. The sçnsitivity
of the galvanorneter was approximately 0.5 cm/pV. Pig4.13.
shows the measuring Instrument panel.
•4?_"hermocou ple Call brat Ion
The calibratingtank was as shown in fig 4.1C. It -
consisted of a large Thermos, D. The half—in—thick
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asbestos top was eld down by prirg cli;'s. The variable
speed electric riotor V, mounted or the top, drove the
stirrer 5, The imrerion heater H and raliation shield Ii
were both screwed irto the sbestos tor. The heater was
suprlied through a variable trarsforrner. A mercury-ir-glass
t bierroreter M wa ir.cluded to give ar approximnte irtdicat-
ion of the tark terurerature. The vesse1 was filled to about
half at irch frori thr top with water.
Calibration wa) er"ied out igainst a thermocouple
calibrated by the 'atioral ihyical Laboratory. The junct-
ions of the..i.'s aM that to be calibrated were solder-
ed tc'gethnr and placed in th' same tightly fitting copper
tube 3, "he tube was full of oil ard w'a immer.'ed to a
depth of about lCirches.
CaUbratiori poirLt were obtained by uirg a heater
currert just 9ufficert t keep th teiperature cor.start at
the desired leve]. The potential dirfere!ce of the
ther'roeouple wa frt 1easured in the forward and reversed
drectiors.. Pe thermocouple heir,g calibrated wa then read
in both d1recticrs (t-e differerce never exceeded 2$. The
...1. thermocouple wa th'n re-read. f the fIrst and
secord redirgs of t}-i- the rmocouple agreed to lUVthe
reading was accepted; otherwise the heater currert was
a1juted ard the procedure repertted until uch agre'rer't
was ohtiired. The tempertture wa then adjusted to the re,
desired levei art] te roceure repeated. The cal1ratiort
8k
cried out. ir ti; way was four.d to be reproducb1e to
withi'-. lpVon differ'rt occaciori-.
I .e	 rqi	 e1ear!sg
refo	 asi'emblirg, the gla' ware of the apparatus
was cle:red with soii	 diocrornate rolution, rir.sed with
tap wr.ter ar'i flraJJy witi. d—ior.ized water. The metallic
rt o the in:,aratu were cl'aried first with actore,
'oflow'd by cerbor tetraclride, rinsed with tap wnter
a'5 ui.r.1iy w1 4.h c —ioried Aratrr.
'fter a..e 1th1ig, water wa boiled .ind cor.'red on
t}' teet p:late. i.hough a Cntir,O	 cor.der ' ate film
ir1til1y ap:eird on the tert plate, tir chare gradu-
rL2y ir to area of drowise indictir that the 'ystem
tflI rot c1ea..
o clear. tie sy;ter ain te wter wa r"placd by
ctrhor. t'rc}lorii p . Thin wi boiled ard cor.deed or the
tt .rlte. TLe carho! trtr3chloride wa ther rrioved arid
'ator wan again boiled ard conderied on the test plate.
'o11ow1rLp ti'is treitmert, film corider.sation or rriods in
exce	 ot 'lye hours could he obtained,
The condrlr rurface wa c1ered fIrst by ririrg
with tar .n 4-"r rd ru-bir	 ith fii' e'cry p.•ier wetted 1t1
uilute ro 'Liu'r 'ydro7to rolutior • T". cor.dersi'-g surftco
	 -
ws fir.ally rine'i t'!oro'ih1v first wIth tp water,follow-
e1 by e—iorize1 watc'.
'.3 T-iV-	 c'hr.irup
Corsiderable time was spent in getting the apparatus
zatisfactorily leak proof. To test for leaks a "Laybold"
halogen leak detector was used. When the system is comple-
tely evacuated, this instrument could detect leak rates
dowr to io6 Torr/secord. reriodic checks showed that at
ro time, durirg the whole experirnertal performing period,
did the leak rate exceedlTorr/hour when the system was
tested under vacniim. This corresponded to less than 0.1%
of r leak per hour. It is thought that this leak rate is
much sra1Ier when the system was under experimental operat-
irg conditiors since the leak would be oniy due to diffusion
aT.d rot due to differential pressure as as the case wi-er
the system was under vacuum,. Under condensing conditions
with pure steam the saturation t emperature corresponding to
the oberved pressure and the steam tempernture agreed to
within tie precision of their measuremert over periods of
several hours,i.e. over periods longer than those subsequer-
tly used in tests.
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Fig 4.02. GENERAL VIEW OF THE APPARATUS.
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I. The Stainless Steel. Front Plate.
2. The Sliding Plate
3. The Manometer
4. Pipe Connection to Boiler
Fig. 4. 04. Steam Chamber.	 Front Plate. Scale I' 4
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I. Condensing Surface
2.Tapered SlidingCcpper Str
3. Araldite Strip
4. Thermocouple Leads
Fig. 4 05. The Condensing Plate.
	 Full Size
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a
1-Araldute Strip. 2-TP* Test Plate.
3- Copper Strip.
Fig 4 06a POSITIONING OF THE ARALDITE - STRIP
.
- -
FIG. 4 06b. THE ARALDITE STRIP IN POSITION.
ing Plate
Boundary Layer Guide
3-'O" Ring
4.-Cooling Water Chamber
5- Water Inlet Tube
6-Water Outlet Tube
7.-Stainless Steel Back Disc
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THE CONDENSING PLATE AND COOLING WATER CHAMBER ASSEMBLY SCALE I: 2
fig. 4.07.
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I - The Araldite Strip
	
2- The Test Plate Thermocouples
3-Horizontally Movable Guide 4- P. T. F. E. Strips
to keep the Thermocouples
stretched and in position
Fig. 4.08 THE ARALDITE STRIP MOULD.
	 FULL SIZE.
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1. - The Sliding Plat
2.- Window
3.- "0" Rings
4. - Guides
5. Pointer
6.- Scale
7- Probe
8.- Probe Holder
9- HeatIng Element
10.- Glass Discs
I
fjg. 4.10. THE SUDING PLATE ASSEMBLY	 SCALE 1: 2
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Flg.4.12. THE PROBE.
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Fig. 4.14. THERMOCOUPLE ARRANGEMENT.
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Obserationa and Results
5.1	 Experimental Procedure
a Temperature Profiles
b Variation of heat flux with temperature difference
(i.e. between the steam-gas mixture and the metal surface)
5.2	 Accuracy of Observations
a Plate Thermocouple f'ositions
b Temperatures
c Pressures
d Mean Gas Concentration
53	 Results
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5,1 xperimenta1 procedura
Before each test the oonderisig surface of the test
plate wae "cleaned" as desorihed in chapter 4. The boiler
heaters were then switched on to maximum power and the
teat plate and the cooling chamber were as c embled to the
appaatus. To remove, as far as possible, gaseous contain-
inants including those dissolved in the water, the water
was allowed to boil for at least two hours while purging
with steam to atmosphere, The system was then closed and
the coolant turned on to the maximum flow rate attainable.
The boiler heaters were adjusted to give a steady pressure
elightly higher than atmo-pheric. The plate and steam
thermccouple readings, together with those of the barometer
and the water manometer were oberved.
To investigate the efrect of a non—condensing gas, a
pre—determined volume of the ga was injected as described
in chapter 4. Th boiler heaters were re—ed justed to ;
maintain a steady pressure and the readings of pl3te and
mixture thermocouples, the manometer and the barometer were
observed again.
'!mperature profiles
To determine the temperature profiles in the mixture
rear th condensing surface, the probe thermocouple readings
and the probe position were observed as the probe was
moved in steps of O.uim towards the test plate. The final
probe readings were observed when the thermocouple
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leeving touched the condening surface (Th jurction wag
ther sbout 2 rtn from the plate). The probe was then with-
drawn until it was outside the temperature boundary layer
(i.e. when there was no change in the temperature readings
with further withdrawal), The readings of the thermocouples
in the test plate and t}'ose In the gaP—vapour mixture,
manometer, and barometer were observed again. The temperature
profiles were determined in horl7ontal planes of depths,
belnw the top of th plate, of approximately 3cr, 5cm, and
• The ad.ustment o-f the probe level to these horizontal
plares was made by inoving the sliding plate vertically, :
If the cordeate remained cdmpletely filmwise after
performing the above procedure,(at the end of some tests
mixed condensation occurel .
 at the vertical edes of t4he -
test plate), a ru .-ther ountity of gas wa q
 injected-and the
above procedure was repeated.
VIatIoi of I'et flux w!th temperature dif erer'ce(i,e,
betweer the stem—ges mixture and te mtsl urfce)
To Invertigate the variation of seat flux with
surface—to—mixture temperature difference, the level 'of-the
thermocouple probe was aijusted so that it was In a-
1'or:Izontal plare pir:-trg through the middle of the plate,
the therriocouplo juTctirrhe1rg outside the terperature
hourdary layer. The cooling—water heaters were switched on
arc3 the reading of the mixture and test plate thernocouples,
the water manometer and the barometer were observed for
I Ok
various cooling water flowrate$ arid t mperature. Time was
allowed to estat'lish steady conditions before each test.
At the end of each day or in case of breakdown of
complete filmwise conclratior,al1 heaters were shut off,
the system was opened to atmophere and the level of the
water in the boiler was observed (this was needed in the
calculation of the mean gas concentration).,
Five series of tests were caLried out, the first as for
pure steam (i.e.such a is found by the purging teohniue
mentioned, The readings of pressure and temperature
corresponded to saturation value q to within precision of
eaureonts. This indicates th2t the gas concentration was
not more than 0.002) and the other four were for steF'm
mixtures with air, argon, helium and neon respectively.
,7	 'uacy of oervatiors
- tte the v nocoupl poitions
The distances froi the edge of tle araldite strip of
the six therrocouple were measured uing a travelling
miroscppe. These measurements were repeated at various
distances along the length of the strip. The measured
location of each the'rocovple was repeatable to within
0.002mm along its lergth.
- tsmrertnres
The thermocouples were calibrated to within 	 )LV( 0,02K
(see section 4.7). However, when measuring the temperature of
the steam—gas mixture, the potentiometer reading was found
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to fluctuate by about 41. Similiar fluctuations of about.
7pJ were observd wher measuring the plate temperatures,tt is
thus estimated that the steam-gas mixture and •the plate
temperatures were measured respectively to within about
(.lK and about
	 0.06K.
c - pressures
Although the water manometer was graduated to 1mm, its
readings fluc:tuited within 5mw. T'e water manometer
readings were thus measured to within about 5mmH 2 O. The
atmospheric pressure war read to within 0.O5mv'iHg.
d - mean g-concetration
The graduations of the cylirdr of the gas..injection
'system was accurat to witiin
	 5cm3 . Tt was estinited that
t}e cal culated volumes of the boiler an' steam chamber occu-
pied by the gas-vapour mixture, was accurate to within
T 250cm3.
The errors in the experimental results are disoussed
in apperdix 4.
5,3 Rults
.The experiment1 resu].ts obtained from the tests are
tabulated at the end of this chapter. The temperatures of
tic ac._vipour mixture listed in these tables were measured
by the Wo mixtur. thervocoup1es and the probe thermocoup1e.'
Th positicn of thee thermocouples are r'own in fig 5,01.
The }eat flux was determined from the tempeature distribution
aoros the.plate. These distributforis were linear (examples
106
of these distributions are shown in figs .02 and 5.03), The
surface temperature,t 0 , was determined by extrapolation. The
gas coricertratipn outside the steam—gas mixture boundary
layer was estimated by assurning saturatioxi and using the ideal,
gas rei,ations,
A specimen osiculation for the heat transfer results
and the gas coiicentrations is given th appendix 3.
1"
* \ \ \ \\ \ \
tcondenslnci Surface
Probe Thermocouple, measuring Temp tp
Thrmrni irI rvinci Irrwi Tr,ir +
f
E
U
0)
01
'	 '	 "	 '
Steam Chamber Front Plate
Fig. 5.01 PITIONS OF THE MIXTURE THERMOcOUPLES.
Distance From Condensing Surface/mm
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.i	 I1ech5nism of condensation in the presence of a
non-condensing gas.
6.2	 Comparison of present and other approximate analyaes[k3,4k1
with the "exact variable property" analyeis(,22}
6.3.1 Condensation of steam from steam-gas mixtures when maximum
coolant flowrats was used.
6..2 Effect of steam-gas mixture-to.surfac. temperature difference
on fractional reduction in heat flux.
	 -
6.3.3 Effect of variation of mixture temperatur. with height
on heat flux.
6,L+	 Comments on the different gases used.
6.5 Comparison between present experimental results and
equation 3.27 with earlier •xper3.menta]. work.
I6 Discussion
6,1 P'echanlsrn of condensation in the presence of a non-condensing gas
Theoretical and experimental investigations on the condensation
from vapour-gas mixtures indicate that the presence of non-condensing
gases causes reductions in heat flux (see chapter 2). The physical
mechanism by which the reduction in heat flux occurs may be
explained as follows:-
When a vapour, containing a non-condensing gas, condenses on
a cooled surface, the concentration of the gas in the immediate
vicinity of the surface is greater than that in the remoter vapour
(this is because, as the vapour is removed by condensation, the
gas is left behind). This in turn, results in a density difference
in the vapour-gas mixture which gives rise to free convection. If
the molecular weight of the gas exceeds that of the vapour, the
density of the mixture near the surface is greater than that
farther away and the vapour-gas mixture moves downwards near the
surface. Alternatively if te gas has the smaller molecular weight,
the tendency would be for the vapour-gas mixture to move upwards
near to the condensation surface. This upward movement, however,
would be opposed by the downward dragging action of the condensate
at the interface.
As a result of the increased gas concentration, the partial
pressure, and hence temperature, of the vapour near the surface,
is diminished. This, in turn, reduces the temperature difference
across the condensate layer, and thereby diminishes the heat flux.
I '9
.2 Cämparison of present and other approximate analyses with
the "exact variable property" analysis
l4inkowycz and Zparrow (22 1 have obtained "exact" numerical
solutions for steam-air mixtures under various conditions. The
3
fractional reduction in heat flux (Q/Q) for the highest and
lowest bulk temperaturesconsidered Ci.,. 373,15 K and 299.82 K)
are reproduced in figs 6.01 and 6.02. For the same two bulk
temperatures and using equation 3.27, the approximate solution
of Rose(k3] and Sledgerj- analysie(se. appendix 6), valtaes of
were obtained for steam-air mixtures. These results are
also shown in figs 6.01 and 6.02. To avoid overcrowding in fig
6.02, only the results for th. highest and lowesV gas concentrations,
obtained from the solutions of Rose and SledgerJ ,are shown.
In obtaining the curves based on the approximate analyses,
the steam-gas mixtures and the condensate properties were
evaluated as indicated in appendix 7. In figs 6.01 and 6.02 it
may be observed that the approximate solutions follow the same
general trends as those given by- the exact solution. Results of
equation 3.27 and Rose[k ]analyais virtually coincide, indicating
that the effect of including the thickening 'of the condensate
layer is very small. At lower concentrations (i.e. WO.O2 ),
equation 3.27 and Rose's analysis both underestimate the heat
flux as given by the exact solution, The discrepancy increases
with decreasing concentration and to a lesser extent with
increasing bulk-to-surface temperature differences. At higher
concentrations (i.e. W0.02) the results given by equation 3.27
and Rose's solution virtually coincide with those of the exact
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analysis. The curves obtained using Sledgeri analysis (see
appendix 6), shows the same general trends but deviates further
from the exact solution,
It may be noted from figs 6,01 and 6.02 that the exact and
all approximate solutions indicate that the gas causes a larger
drop in heat flux at the lower bulk temperature (i.e. lower
pressure),
6,3 Present experimental results
Preliminary experiments were performed to determine the
variation of heat flux with steam-to-surface temperature difference
for pure steam at atmospheric pressure. In fig 6.03 a comparison
is made between the experimental and theoretical variations of
heat flux with steam-to-surface temperature differences.
The theoretical values were computed using the Nusselt expression
(i). Fig 6.03 indicates that the usselt analjsia is satisfactory
for the condensation of pure steam under the conditions which
prevailed in the present teats. It would thus be expected that
the approximations of the simple Nusselt theory would be valid
for the condensate film in subsequent tests when non-condensing
gases were present in the steam.
6.3.1 Cordensation of steam from steam-gas mixtures when maximum
coolant flowrate was used
The results for the various steam-gas mixtures when maximum
coolant flowrate was used are presented in figs 6.0 1i-6.iO the
ranges of steam-to-surface temperature difference,
occuin in these tests were different for the different gases
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and sri indicated on the graph.. No systematic deendance of
the results on (P1,i.T ) could be detedted and no attempt has been
made to distinguish between the different points on the graphs.
Moreover, the theory Indicates that the effect of (T_T) is
quite small (see figs 6.01 and 6.02).
In figs 6.O', 6.05 and 6.06 the fractional reductions in
heat flux	 were plotted against the mean gas concentration
W • This concentration was based on the measured mass of theS
injected gas (see appendix 3). In figs 6.07-6.10, these fractional
reductions were plotted against the gas concentration outsid• the
steam-gas mixture boundary layer,W_. W, was calculated from the
mixture temperature and pressure and using the ideal gas relations
and assuming saturation i:ond&tions in the mixture (see appendix
3). Since 1he temperature outside the mixture layer was found to
be a function of height (see appendix 2), the calculation of W,
was based on the mean temperatur, of th. steam-gas mixture
(i.e. the temperature corresponding to the mid-height of the ti.t
plate). For helium 
'UU has been plotted only against W, since
the differences between W and W of helium were smallThe
relationship between 	 and W, for steam-air, steam-argon and
steam-neon are shown in figs 6.11 .6.13. Values of	 were
calculated, using equation 3.7, at the highest and lowest values
of (T -T ) used in the tests. Thesi theoretical results are shown
w
in figs 6.076.09.
It may be seen from figs 6.01f-6.09 that
(a) The heat flux decreases most rapidly with gas concentration
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at the lowest concentrations.
(b) Generally, the values of Q/Q obtained using equation 3.27
are lower than the experimental values at the lower gas
concentrations (i.e. in the range 0O,O3 for air,
OtC0.1 for argon and O4LJO.O2 for neon). ThQdiscrepangu
between theory and experiment
	 discussed in section 6.3.2.
For the case where the non-condensing gas has the smaller
molecular weight,no theoretical solution has yet been developed.
In Chapter 3 a semi-emprica2. equation was given. Here the
approximate analysis was carried out a in the case w1'iere the
molecular weight of the gas was the larger except that the velocity
of the liquid-vapour interface was set to zero. It was then
suggested that the values of 
'nu 
so found should be multiplied
by a correction factor which involved the ratio of the interface
velocity to the maximum velocity in the vapour-gas mixture. The
form of the correction factor was chosen so that it tended to
unity as the above-mentioned ratio tended to zero. The single
disposable constant in the correction factor was determined by
fitting the present experimental data for helium. In fig 6.10
the results of this procedure are shown for the highest and lowest
values of T.,_T used in the steam-helium tests. The closeness of
fit is clearly quite satisfactory. It should be pointed out that
the procedure for calculation of heat transfer in the case where
the non-condensing component has the smaller molecular weight is
only a tentative proposal. Further tests should be made with
different gases and different plate heights before any claims
could be made regarding the reliability of such a procedure.
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It may be seen from figs 6.11-6.13 that, at the lower gas
concentrations, the values of W are higher than the corresponding
values of I_. TIis is a reflection of the fact that the gas
concentration is greatest near the condensing surface and that
the variation of gas concentration with distance from the plate
is greatest at the lower concentrations,
6,3,2 Lffect of mixture-to-surface temperature difference on
the fractional reduction in heat flu
In the previous section it was seen that Q/Q was only
weakly dependant on (T.,_T) for t}'e ranges covered (see figs
C.ok-6,io), Tests, however, were carried out using different
heated coolant flowrates with fixed gas concentrations.
The variation of the fractional reduction in heat flux with
mixture-to-surface temperature differences are represented in
figs 6.1 I+-6,17. Tne gas concentration was based on the mean
temperature of steam-gas mixture outside tJie boundary layer.
Results given by equation 3.27, for the same conditions prevailed
in experiments are also shown in figs 6.1 1+, 6.16 and 6.20. In
fig 6.17 the curves are based on the semi-empirical procedure
discussed earlier.
It may be seen from figs 6.ik-6i6 that at low gas
concentrations, equation 3.27 gives lower 	 results t1an
those obtained experimentally,
In fig 6.11+ it may be seen that, except for few experimental
points, good agreement was obtained between theory and experiment
for steam-air mixtures. For steam-argon mixture of gas concentration 0:
I k
0.01, the theoretical Q/Q results are lower than the experimental
results by about 30%, fig 6.15. This discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental results decreases rapidly with
increasing argon concentration and virtual coincidence was
obtained for concentration>0.I, For the steam-neon mixtures again
good agreement was obtained for gas concentrations>0.018,(fig 6.16).
In figs 6.1 L ..6.16, both theory and experiment demonstrate
the weak dependance of QJQ on T -T • The discrepancy betweennu	 w
theory and experiment at the low gas concentrations, shown in
figs 6.07-6.09 is again seen in figs 6,i-6.i6. As has been seen
earlier, the only significant discrepancy between the exact and
approximate solutions (for air-steam mixtures) occured at the low
gas concentrations. The results given by Sparrow and Minkowycz
- (22] corresponding to the lowest experimental gas concentration,-
are shown in fig 6.1k.Thi suggests that the most probable reason for
the discrepancy between experiment and the approximate theory 14e in
the approximations of the aolution.The present experini.ntal results
seesed to the present authdr adequate confirmation of the theory and ii
did not seem necessary to carry out the laborious and expensive
processes of evaluating tie numerical exact solutions for the
other gas-vapour combinations.
Fig 6.17 compares the results for helium with the lines
obtained from the semi-empirical procedure discussed earlier. The
agreement is less satisfactory than might have been expected from
fig 6.10. The discrepancies are more serious at the lowest gas
concentrations and temperature differences.
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6.3.3 Effect of variation of mixture temperature with height
on heat flux
The temperatur. of the steam-gas mixture outside the boundary
layer was found to vary with height in the.present experiments
(see appendix 2). This temperature was taken as constant in all
analyses including that yielding equation 3.27. However, for the
range of gas concentration used to obtain the experimental Q/Q
results, these temperature variations we?. small compared with
the experimental mixture-to-surfac, temperature differencem.
Therefore the effect of these variationB on th. heat flux is
expected to be small, this is confirmed by the good agreement
between theory and experiment.
6,k Comments on the different gases used
In deciding which are the important gas properties, from the
view point of reducing hut-flux, it is asi.r to compare
theoretical results for the different gases than experimental ones.
Sinc, the approximate theory has been found generally satisfactory
except at the very low gas concentratione,this theory has been used.
Clearly all of the parameters in the theory play a role. The
objective here is to try to assess which of these are the moat
important.
Sets of results for steam-argon and steam-neon mixtures were
obtained using equation 3.27, (see figs 6.18 and 6.19). These
results show the same trends as those of steam-air mixture, (fig
6.01).
To compare the effect of various gases on the heat flux, the
6.03
6 • Ok
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Q/Q result8 of steam-argon, steam-air and steam-neon corresponding
to gas concentrations of 0.001 and 0.1 are reproduced in fig 6.20.
These results show marked differences from one gas to another. These
differences result from the different properties of the mixtures.
However, since the steam is common to all mixtures used, then
these differences in QJQ are dependant on the properties of the
gases used. These gases were assumed to be perfect gases when
evaluating their densities. Therefore,the gas density is directly
proportional to its molecular weight. The gas viscosity,p , and
the steam-gas mixture coefficient of diffusion, D, were evaluated
aS follows[81]
P .0O00026693 x H T/(op)g
D	 (3.6k x 10 8/P	 )((H •v )/(Mtot	 v g	 vg
(p	 p )(T	 T ) 75 T233k
cv cg	 cv cg
where	 are the molecular weights of t'e gas nd vapour
reapectively
1,P	 are the temperature and pressure of the mixturetot
respectively
1'cv'cg are the critical pressures (in atmosphere) of
the steam and gas respectively
T &T are the critical temperatures Cm K) of the
cv cg
steam and gas respectively
gj5 the hard sphere diameter (in A)
1? is the collision integral based on Lennard-Jones
potential and is a function of temperature.
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Equations 6.03 and 6.04 indicate that, apart from the gas
-1
molecular weight, p is dependft on (o ) and D is dependant
on	 However, for a given temperature, (02 )1 and
functions of molecular weight. Thus the gas
molecular weight may be considered as the main factor in
influencing the8e differences in the reduction of heat flux.
It may be seen from fig 620 that the reduction in heat flux
decreases with increasing gas molecular weight. This is because
the difference in mixture density at the bulk and at interface
(for given bulk temperature and gas concentration) increases with
increasing gas molecular weight. This increas, in density difference
results in an increase in the natural convection flow which in
turn causes an increas, in heat flux (i.e. decrease in the
reduction in heat flux). It may also be seen from fig 6O that
the differences in	 (for any given mixture-to-surface
temperature differenc.)froiw one steam-gas mixture to another
decrease with increasing gas concentration.
6.5, Comparison between present experimental results and
equation 3.27 with earlier experimental work
Among th. few experimental data reported for flat plates,
only those of Hampson( i+5, Akere, Davis and Crawfordt47) and
Zledgers( Li4) were made using vertical plane surfaces.
In Hampson'a investigation, both drop and film condensation
of steam from steam-nitrogen mixtures were examined. The heat-
transfer data obtained, covered a range of small nitrogen
concentration (i.e. WO.O2). In fig 6.21 the heat transfer
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results of Hampson['5] (i.e. the variation ofide-heat transfer
coeffiient,, with heat flux for various nitrogen concentration)
are reproduced and are compared with those computed, using
equation 3.27. It may be seen from fig 6.21 that the theoretical
results show similiar general trends to those of Hampsons
experimental results. However, at a given heat-transfer coefficient,
the theoretical values of heat flux are much lower than those
obtained by hampeon. These differences might be attributabli to
the presence of significant forced convection in the experimental
work.(tn Hampeon's experiments the gas was continously fed to the
apparatus, and vented along with the excess steam and condensate
at the bottom of the test plate)..
A semi-empirical equation was given by Akers, Davis and
Crawford(k7 Jwhich fitted their measurements(for mixtures of
ethanol with nitrogen, helium and carboi dioxide and carbon
tetrachioride with nitrogen and carbon dioxide) very closely.
Ti-is equation is compared with the present experimental and
theoretical results in fig 6.22 and 6.23. These comparisons
show that.-
(a) In contrast to Aker's results, the theoretical results
(equation 3.27) do not lie close to a single line (i...
the variation of the mass transfer para!neter,(KLRT/D) x
with the product of the Grashof and Schmidt
number, Gr x Sc assumes different lines for different
steam-gas mixtures).
(b) For given (Gr x Sc) the values of mass transfer parameter
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found by Akers is roughly an order of magnitude higher
than those given by equation 3.27.
This difference in results may again be attributed to the
experimental arrangement used. The size of the condenser chamber
was small compared with the condensing surface area. In addition,
the condensing eurfac. was directly about and close to the
evaporating surface. Although a baffle, in the form of a disa
attached to the bottom of the condensing plate, separated the
"boiler' from the condenser, it seems possible that this may not
have been adequate to prevent disturbances of the free convective
flow in the condenser. Such disturbances would enhance the heat
transfer and thus lead to the above mentioned discrepancies between
the.. and the present results.
Sledger'e experimental results were obtained for ateaaair
mixtures with small gas concentration (i.e. OcW_O.O1) and vt low
pressures. Therefore it was not possible to make a direct comparison
between Sledger's data and the present experimental results. In
figs 6,2k..6.26, 5ledgerc results are compared with the corresponding
values obtained using the exact solution(22J, S1edgre approximate
solution and equation 3.27. It may be seen from these figs that,
for a given air concentration and bulktemperature, experimental
results are generally higher than the corresponding
theoretical results. These differences between theory and
experiment decrease with increasing ga concentration. However
Sledger's results are much closer to the theory than the earlier
measurements and these together with the present results give
support to boundary layer treatment to the problem.
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I L G.C]. Co -TIon of "ieat trarfer results beteen
ud aroinate so1uti'ns
Wixtre: slcai—air.	 )l: ternperaure: 373.15 K.
eiaet solutions
Rose appro.iiiae snalys
Sledgors açproxtnaie analisis (see apçendix 6)
equation 3.27
QIQnu
Sa
=0.005
— —
•_
-
I
0.1-II,
OL
0
—1
wccrQI
ib	 i'i
(TT)/K
—-i
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6.02 CornnarlEorl of heat transfer results betveen
e 'act arid a. roxiiate solutionS
Mixture: stean—air.	 Bulk tempexature 299.82 K
exact solutions
Rose apçroximate analysis
—.	 SledLers apjroxiinate anal sis	 appeniii,z
equation 3.27
QIQnu
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarke
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0
For film condensation in th. presence of a non-condensing gas,
the existing boundary-lay;r solutions for plane vertical surface.
under conditions of free sonvection have been reviewed. These
solution. are valid only for the case where the noncondensing
gas has a higher molecular weight than the vapour. "Exact"
numerical solutions have, to date, only been evaluated for air-
steam mixturee[22, 37). Th. numerical work involved is cuch
that the time requirement, even with modern computers, is
considerable. Approximate eintegral solutions have also been
given (1+3, 1+ 1+], leading to closed-form results, which may be
readily applied to any gas-vapour combination where the gas is
heavier than the vapour.
In the course of the p*es.nt work the approximate solution
(i, ] was modified to include the variation with height of the
condensat. layer thickness, formerly omitted. The heat-transfer
results for air-steam mixtures using the new result differed
verylittle from the original, both agreeing satisfactorily
with the "exact" solution. In the case of the other approximate
soiutionj 1+1+] the present author was unable to confirm that the
method adopted led to the result iven[ 1+4]. Rowever the analysis
was re-worked by the present author (see appendix 6) and the
results obtained agreed fairly well with the "exact" solution
for air-steam mixtures but not so closely as either vereion of	 -
the alternative approximate approach.
Prior to the present work little experimental work had been
carried out in this field using flat plates. Such results as were
188
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available were not in good agreement with the above-mentioned
theoretical resulte. The present results for mixture of air,
argon and neon with steam, however, together with others
obtained independntly during the course of the present work[I4kJ
(using steam-air mixture at low pressures) are in satisfactory
agreement with the theory, Foreover, the observed temperature
profiles in the present study (see appendix 1), help to confirm
that the boundary layer approximation is valid in this case, (it
is suggested that in the case of the earlier results effects of
forced convection may have been significant).
There is at present no satisfactory solution for the case
where the non-condensing gas has a molecular weight smaller than
that of the vapour. In the present work, experiments have been
carried out with such a combination (steam-helium) and a semi-
empirical correlation proposed.
The case of condensation on a horizontal tube has, on account
of the greater practical importance, received more attention
from experiment,ors, however, there exists at present no satisfactory
theoretical solution for the cases It is thought that the present
work, in removing doubts regarding the validity of the boundary-
layer approach to this problem, may contribute towards a aolution
for the case of the horizontal tube.
Appendix 1
Appendix 5
Appendix 6
Appendix 7
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Apendix I
Velocity measurement and temperature profiles in the steam-gas
mixtures
Initially it had been planned to observe the steam-gas
mixture temperature, and velocity and th. gas concentration
profiles within the mixture boundary layer. The object being to
verify th. profiles assumed in the approximate analysis of
chapter 3.
The temperature profiles were determined as indicated in
chapter 5. These profiles will be discussed later,
Measurement of gas concentration involves aampling the
mixture. However, this technique is laborious and was considered
to be outside the scope of this thesis.
The fibre anemometer was considered for use to measure the
steam-gas mixture velocity.
Ai.i Velocity measurement usinç the fibre anemometer
This technique was used by Schmidt and Beckman [74 ] to
determine the velocity profiles in natural convection flow,in. air,
along a heated flat plate. The anemometer was chosen in
preference to the hot wire anemometer on account of the low
velocities to be measured. The technique was finther developed
by Tritton [;,76] and was used to measure small velocities in
wind tunnels. The technique entails the measurement of the
deflection of the free end of a very thin uniform quartz fibre,
subtended in the flow. The other end is secured in a rigid base
so that the fibre acts as a cantilever. The deflection of the
fibre is caused by the drag of the fluid. This technique was
adopted here because of ts simplicity nd precision (Tritton
76J estimated tt1at tb. &ccurscy- of bjs't.locity ew*em•nts was
within 2%).
Precision of the fibre anemometer
To test th. precision of the anemometer measurements air
was passed through a long channel (6ft) of a rectangular cross
section (6in x O.in) made out of persp.x. The anemometer was
situated near the outlet of the channel so as to determine the
air velocity profiles across the thickness of the channel (i.e.
across the O.5in side).The air mean flow rates estimated from
these profiles (in these estimations the velocity across the
width of the channel was assumed to be constant) agreed very well
with the observed flow ratesfrom the flow meter inserted at the
inlet of the channel.
The use of the fibre anemometer in the present problem
Initially the apparatus was fitted with the fibre anemometer
which was used to determine the shape of the tlow d1$pering erctio
(see section k,3).
To examine the applicability of the fibre anemometer in
measuring the mixtur, velocity in the present problem, tests
were carried outin which steam was allowed to condense on the
test plate while visually observing the effect of steam on the
fibre performance. These observations were made through the tel-
escopee described in section kJ. The steam was observed to
condense on the fibre in the form of drops. To obviate this
192
effect, an electrical heater was installed, fig A1.O1. The steam
was again allowed to condense on the test plate. The heater was
switched on as soon as the drops began to appear on the fibre.
The heater was then switched off when these drops evaporated.
Within a few minutes new drops appeared on the fibre.
This behaviour indicated that in order to prevent condensation
on the fibre, the fibre has to be heated continously. However, if
heating of the fibre was to be provided, the heater would have
had to be controlled so that the heater temperature would be the
same as the local temperature of the mixture (this is to avoid
affecting the condition df the inixture).Such provision was
considered to be outside the scope of this thesis, thus steam-
gas mixture velocity measurement was abandoned.
A1,2 Temperature rrofiles in the steam-gas mixture boundary layer
In each of the steam-gas mixtures investigated and for a
selective number of tests, the temperature distributions within
the mixture boundary lay-er (i.e. temperature profiles) were
determined. In these tests the plate was cooled with maximum
water flowrates. These temperature profiles were obtained at
three depthe from the condensing surface leading edge. Owing to
the construction of the probe(e. section k. i.), these profiles
were determined to about 2mm from the condensing surface. Some of
these profiles are shown in figs L1.02-A1.16. The corresponding
values of the theoretical boundary layer thickness, fo,r steam-
air, steam-argon and steam-neon mixtures, calculated using the
analyie of chapter 3, are shown in figs A1.02-A1.t2.
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It may be seen from figs A1.02...A1.16 that:
(a) Big temperature drop. in the steam-gas mixtures occured within
small distances from th. interface, A simil*rr tendency
i. indicated by the analyses based on th. boundary layer
theory[..g. 22,k3 for the pr.s.nt problem.
(b) Further away from the leading edge, the variation of the
steam-gas mixture boundary layer thickness with height is
very small,
Cc) At any given height, the st.am'gas boundary layer thickness
increases with increasing gas concentration.
Cd) For any given gas concentration, the steam-gas mixture
boundary layer thickness increases with decreasing gas
molecular weight, This thickness becomes large at high
biliun concentrations (i.e. at
Similiar trends to (b),(o) and (d) are indicated by th.
analyses based on the boundary layer approacb. This is shown by
th. good agreement between th. theoretical and the experimental
valu•s for th. steam-air, steam-argon and steam-neon mixture
boundary layerthicknesses,
19k
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Appendix 2
Vertical temperature variation in the steam chamber,
The steam-gas mixture temperature in the steam chamber was
found to vary with height. Initially it was thought that these
variations were due to gravity field. Conaequentlf an equation
was used to estimate the steam partial pressure, and hence mixture
temperature as follows:-
A2,1 Variation of partial pressure of steam, (when present in
steam-gas mixtures), in a gravity field,
For a stagnant mixture of gases in a gravity field, the
conditions for equilibrium are uniformity of the total potential
(p.,) and the temperature of each component[ 77]. This total
potential is defined as the sum of the chemical potential of the
gas and its gravity potential.
i.e. p	
iL	
+ hg	 A.01
for perfect gases the chemical potential of component i may be
written as follows(77],
p	 PT in P	 II	 A2.02
+	 2.
Ii 1
where R is the universal gas constant
is the gas molecular weight
is the gas partial pressure
is the enthalpy
•. For equilibrium at any two different height8 in the mixture
we have
p	 Pio ezp[ .g(x) M1]
RT
where x h-h
0
2Oi
- 11 i - hg	 . in P 0 + + hg
c	
c +
0
£2.03
where	 and	 at. th, gas partial pr.s reaathe1gbta b andh
reapec t ively
For a Gibbs Dalton mixture, the total pressure, P, at any point
is given by
•. For a two component mixture:.'
p=P +pV	 g
(in the present work subscript v relates to condensing component
(vapour) and subscript g relates to non.'condenaing component (gas) ),
hence
exp [ :Mgx/(RT)]
V - P	 exP(Mgx/UT)] P
	 •Xp[.'Mgx/(Rl')]To + go
P	 M .'M
i +2exp[	 V
To	 ij A2.05
For stagnant mixtures of steam with air, argon, neon and
helium, at total pressure of 1.0125 bar and temperature rang. of
373.15-331.15 K, the difference in partial pressures of steam
corresponding to the top and the bottom of the eteaa chamber,
found using equation J-,05, would vary between O.and O,O036 bar.
We can thus estimate the maximun temperature variation ia the steam
chamber, due to gravity,,b $- assuming saturation conditfons kt the tép and
-4	 r
vL	 ,
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bottom of the chamber.This gives maximum temperature differencecfQOIK.
A,?,2 Vertical temperature distribution outside the steam-gas
mixture boundary layer
These temperature distributions were determined in ail tests
in which the test plato was cooled with maximum coolant flowrats.
In some other tests, tFese distributions were determined when the
test plate was not cooled. For each gas concentration, the
mixture temperature was measured, using the two steam thermocouples
and the probe, at three different levels. Representative
temperature distributions for steam-air, steam-argon and steam-
helium which were determined using the probe thermocouple, are
shown in figs A2.O1-A2.03. The temperature distribution for the
steam-neon mixture, though showing the same tendency as in the
steam-air mixture was small therefore no representation was made
for it.
It may be seen from figs A2.01-A2.02 that, up to high gas
concentrations, the absolute difference in mixture temperature
corresponding to the top and the bottom of the test plate (i.e.
P2 -T	 increases with increasing gas concentrations. These
' top bottom
absolute differences are large compared with the estimated values
for the variation in steam-gas temperature, due to gravity field
(the estimated values were shown earlier to be within 0.1 K).
This discrepancy between the estimated and the experimental values
for the steam-gas temperature variations may be attributed mainly
to the presence of natural convection flow in the steam chamber.
This convection flow was caused by the heat transfer through the
steam chamber wall and end plates.
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It may also be seen from figs A2.O1-A2,02 that the mixture
temperature difference in the eteaatgas mixture were smaller in
cases where the plate was not cooled than when it was cooled.
This is because the effect of the natural convection was greater
- when the plate was cooled (sinc, more heat was lost to the
surroundings, thus larger density differences existed between the
bulk and the vicinity of the plate).
Figs A2.01 and A2.02 indicate that in the cases of steam-
argon and steam-air mixtures, the mixture temperature decreases
with increaaing depth from the test plate leading edge level.
This is because the air and argon are heavier than steam, thus
causing the gas concentration to increase with increasing depth
(since the mixture becomes richer with gas at increasing depths).
Therefore, if the steam is at its saturation state in the mixture,
thetemperature decreases with increasing depth, Fig A2.02
indicates that steam-helium mixture temperature increased with
increasing depth from the plate leading edge, this is to be
expected since the helium i. lighter than the steam, Thus the
reverse situation to that of steam-air mixture ) .xisted in the
steam-helium, The absenc. of large variation in the steam-neon
mixture may be attributed to the small difference between the
densities of steam and neon (the neon is slightly heavier than
steam). Thus the variation in the steam-neon mixture density,
and hence in its temperature, with height i. small comparei
with other steam-gas mixtures.
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I,Pend1X 13..
.	 r
ecfr!!en calculation	 -
The experimertal data obtained In test R,5lare
used in the following calculations.
•- c)culktion 0P the beet flux an tmixt'eto—rface
mperst'r d1ffeence
or a linear temperature distribution:-
.. t = ax + t0
where t is the temperature at distarLee x fri condensing
urfa ce
to is the condniirg surfcc terperature
a Is t,he tcrnperature radient
to
 and Q rney be found by linear rere'ior of t on x, thus:-.
	
a	 Ix-) - Z(x) !(t)
nZ(x2) - 1(x) Z(x)
	to	
2	
Z(xtD
nI(x ) -1(x)Z(x)
S
where rt is the number of the temperature observations
/
through the plete. Th terms in the above equations
are calculated as shown in the following table
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x/cm	 tb0	 x2/crn2	 xt/cmX
	0.236	 32,57
	
- 0.055696	 7.60652
	
0.373	 32.23	 0.139129	 12.O2]79
	
0.527
	
31,86	 0.277729
	
16,79022
	
0.688	 31.44
	
0.473344,	 21.63072
	
-0,830	 31.20	 0.688900
	
25.89600
	
0.980	 ,9O	 0,960400	 30.2820
	
3.634
	
190.20	 2,595198	 114.22725
Thus:
	
6xfl4.22725	 ,634x190.20 K	 2,O0QK
6x2,595198	 3.6342	 cm	 cm
Since
Q - ..ka, k	 3.35 W/(einX)
_____ - 
3.85x2.000xLQ, = 17.
	
kw/m2	10
k
190,20 x 2,59519
	
3,634zfl4.2725.°c * 33.24°c
0
6 x 2.595198 _ 3.634
4	 4 4.
t -	 t0. 99.2..' 33.2.. 6E.tM4.	 .,,., j4.
From reference 1
-4
rk3. p 2g	 (*T)31	 A2.01
- [k3g t'f-g (&r)3
1 4 2	 I
The propertie3 in eqdation A2.01 are determined
at the referôwe temperatue [22]:."
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T	 0.3l(T,d..
,. T -33.24+0.31x6653,7K
From the steam table
h1 	 2257 S/gm, v	 - 1.014 x 1o 6
 m3/gg902	 f537
0.514 gm/(m.e), k	 0.651 J/(ffi.s.1)£53•7	 53.7
Zinc. Q was determined at mid point of the plate (x 4.84cm,
•'	 ii	 x 9.81 x 2257 x (53,7) 3	 jO
L4(l.014x1O 6 ) 2 x 0.514 x O.0484J
.'.	 77/3W 0,249
4T1U
- calculation or the gas concentration
The gas eonoer ratio*W
l^rr&/m,'
where th,. Ia the mass of the Injected gas
m is the mass of the steam in th mixtureV
.1
o a1cu1ate the mean crncentratIon,
m P IT (assuming th. gas to be ideal)
g RgPa/
where	 Ytot
a( t atrospherIc pressure)	 Pg lib
is the i.rijected gas volume
is the roon temperatur'e
Rg
 (the as constant). .2O86 J/(gmK) for argon
is the voltm o the m1xtue in the apparatus
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•V•g is the steam specific volure
• H, 1 the barometric j,resure
13 the mercury density
.'. q=[1+VtotRgTa
L	 :FavVg
P0 calculate the gas concentration outsiü the
boundary layer,
P/p g
but Pg P/RgT (assuming the ga to be ideal)
where Pg (i5 the gae partial pressure in the mixture)
Is the mixture temperature
t0t 
(the tot-'l pressure) t Pc	 +
' w=Ytl*R,Tp
PgVg
From test R51
760.30 mniHg
H	 120 mrnH.0
!fl	 2
= 91620.3
V	 3350 cm3
ta 20
From steam tables vg (eorrespondlng to P) 1.121
90.2 + 273,15
	 372.35K , P	 1.00375 bar
''	 a	 13.951 x 9Pc.5 e 70.3O/l0'	 1.01436 bar
= 20 + 273,15	 293.15K.
= 1.01436 + 32 x T0.65/ io6 1.02588 bar
21k
Pg - 1.O28& - 1.00375 0.02263 bar
i/P + 2 2 .3 O,09E
i:i45 x	 x 3350 x 1.721 x 10
1/ {
+ fl . 70P5 Lx 372.5
0.02263 x	 x 1.72 x 10 ]	 -
+
- 0.02mm
+ 0.05mm Hg
5mm H20
250cm3
21
Appendix 14
Experimental Errors
.1 Summary of prir estimated errors:
Steam and plat. temperatures 	 0.1 K
Depth in plate to which
measured temperature relates
Barometer
Water manometer
Total volume occupied by
steam-gas mixture
Volume (at atmospheric temperature+
and pressure) of gas injected
	 5cm
Thermal conductivity of plate
	 2%
4,2 Feat flux and vapour-to-surface temperature difference
The values of surface temperature and heat flux were found
by linear regression of the temperatures on the distances. In a
number of cases alternative estimates were made by regressing the
distances on the temperatures. The difference between the two
estimates of surface temperature and heat flux was negligible
by comparison to the scatter on the graphs. Thus, apart from
possible systematic errors we estimate the accuracies of these
quantities from fig 6.03 (i.e. tests for pure steam)
Q	 12kW/m2
TTw	 1I(
It is thought that the only significant source of systematic
error was inthe thermal conductivity of the plate, which would
giv. a possible mystemati.cerror in Q of 2%.
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Mean gas concentration
These were calculated from the equation:
Wm c[i + Vto 1Ta/(Pa_ VIvg )]	 (see appendix 3)
Using the above prior estimates of error in the various quantities,
the limits of error in W was found to vary between about 2%
at the lower concentrations to about 1.5% at the higher
concentrations used.
(las concentrations based on temperature and pressure
measurements
These were calculated from the equation:
.1W	 [1 + R.T /(P'v )1	 (see appendix 3)gp ggi
Using the above prior estimates of error, the limits f error
in W were found to vary	 about:
12 x 1O	 to 9 x 1O for argon
9 x 1O	 to 7 x 1O for air
6 x, 1O	 to 5 x 1O	 for eo
I x 1O	 to 2 x	 for helium
(the first figure given above relates to lower concentrations
and the second to the higher).
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Apjendix 5
Conderisation of steam from 8team-carbon dioxide mixture
Initially carbon dioxide was chosen for the
Investigation of mixtures with high gas-to-steam molecular
weight ratio. When carbon dioxide was injected,howeve;
into the steam, the condensate was observed to change
from complete filinwise to a good dropwise within a hort
time of gas injection. The condensation was stopped by
closing the cooling water tap. The valve at the bottom of
the steam chamber back plate was then opened and the system
flushed out with steam for about twenty minutes. When
condensation was restarted, the condensate waaagain in
the form of a complete film. This behaviour of the
condensate suggested that the gas might have been oontaniinate
when entering the system, Coisequently the gas cylinder
was changed and a series of vapour traps filled with soclitnn
hydroxide solution was connected between the gas cy]in
and th.e gas injecting system.
When injecting, the carbon dioxide was allowed to
bubble slowly through the sodium hydroxide in the traps The
change from film to dropwise condensation was,however, again
observed. It was thu5 considered that the nature of the gas,
and not contamination may have been responsible for the
change in the condensation mode. To avoid furtJer lossof
time,earbo4 dioxide was abandoned and argon wasp used instead.
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pendix 6
Oort(er9tion of S1edre Pra1v e 19 f44)
1edgers [44) proposed an approximate aTlalysiM for the
preent,prob1em. In thiS na1ya1e integral solutions were
obtained fOrthe following mixture, qontiniMty, momentum;
and energy equatCns espeotive1y:-
i +	 *6,01
A6.O2+
ox	 ôy2
uôT + va' ____
=
A6.03
where	 k
In these eo1utiot the followlrg profiles were aun3ed -
velocity proti1e	 1 - P(J)) .-XG(')	 A6.04
U0
gas concentration and mixture teiperature proffles.
I
== 1 -	 A6.05
where i= y—	
X is a corttant
i/6r(1 _,)3
T...'T'
-I ________
TT
o
w-w
'I
o
a	 a
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When using the above approach the re$ett writer.
Unable to contirw the results obtained by Sledgers.In
Integrating equations A6.Ol and A602 Sledgers obtained the
toUowing equation
..0 dyl+ulu c&vI
Jotcia Jm
P;1: vfl
The underlIred term ix :Luation A6•06 could riot be
accounted for. Turthermore in. computing theua'tion:rel&tiTtg
eat and xnas ransferobta1jeEby !le4ge s high atf1uxes
were obtained a for all gas concentrations (e.g. for air in gtean
con*entratioz o O.01anIaI *3733na jl0tthftaotion
reduction in heat transfer was about 0.9. for the ame
conditions. this reduction ,as about 0.4 when comptIng
equation 3,27),Verefor. it.wa thought that ae-áppraiea)
of ledgerh analeis was des1rable.
Basically in hia solutron, Sledra toll*wed the same-
steps as those followed in chapter 3. The dIference between
Sledgerê a;proach and that followed In oha;ter3 is that
Sledgere employed different profiles aM solved the mixture
-
energy equation instead of the gas ituaIon euatIoT'W.
Sledgera,however,ae5umed, the Lewis nwnberi... D/4) to
beunit, in a.dditionto assigning th. same profiles
for the mixture teuierature and tie gas concentration. The
aplication ef the condIt1oxs leads tothe same eo1ition
for both the energy anddiffusive equations
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After integrating the mixture, continuity, momentum
and diffu$ion equations, and employing the profiles, A6.04
and A6.O, the following equations were obtained:-
' 
{6	
3 ____ ____	 d	 2u0 Dw0
T7	 l5l	 9072 J
'd0 6 + 12 +X u
r	 68	 °	 a6.o6
X___
A6 • 07Tj o(r T) J O	 V,
where W	
-
(Mg - M, ,
 ) /'Mg (rTg - :i) w
In solviig equation
	 and A.O7 the followirg equation
was obtaned:-
	
-
3p2
	--2	 + C24.
 _) ().Sc (!2)J-O '
wo
Sp (I&/IL) w0 23	 12 (P/ffii) w0 2 X
W	 1512	 p7-) + __
where	 357 -e 118 iL'. .	 • Sp, SC	 Pf •	 3.
-+ ..w
These results are dicvsed in c,ha pter 6•
2i
t,pendix1
Computat ion of the theoretical results
rnth approximate analyses for the present problei,
equation3 relating the thermal and transport properties ot
both the condensate and the mixture were obtaIned. Using
these equations with the appropriate propertieB, heat transfer
re8Ults may be obtained by the use of suitable computer
programmes.
A7.]. The therm1 and transport properties
4.
a - the steam and
	
eD t1	 roperties
and steam properties were taken from
the steam tab1e,f78,79t. These properties are inSI*unIts
Within the range 0_l000c, the r *tr4 aturatior
properties were as8umed to be functions of temperature only,
Therefore,by curve fitting, suitable equations were obtaIre
for these properties. These equatIons are:—
v, 0 . 0009917 + t(6.5 x io6 + 3.33333 x 10 x t)
Or.563 + (t 
—5) (11.655 + 0.229(155 - t))/18900
- 0.001 exp(-1.62515 - T(U38 .885 474754.6 x
whlre t i temperature in Celsius
T-t+273.15 X
•	 and JL are the yate;t specific volume,
thermal conductivity ard viscosity respeotive3
quationa of steam saturation pressure g- -
of temperature and, its saturation dpeclfio volume aa a
functIon of temperature and pressure were taken from the
f
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international steam tables 178). For the 'aturated steam
viscosity, the equation given in ref f 81 ) to determine the
gas viscosity was adjusted so as to 1ve values withIn 2%
of those given In the steam table f79J in the range O,l5O0c.
This aduste equation is:-.
= O.0000026E93 MT/(1l.1 5o2 38 x*p)
where	 is the steam molecular weght
i i collision integral baset on the Lenrard—Jones
potential. TIi.svalue Is depezdant on the temperature
and may be obtained from appropriate tabls ,[81] .
- the pa9 properties
To obtain
 the nor—corers1rg gas density, the ga wae
assumed to be ideal. To determine the gas viscosity. p , the
following equation was used.j1 ] :
& 0.000002669IxMgT/(4) (in SI units)
Mg
 Is the gas molecular weight
where	 Is the Jaid—.sphere dlatuister in anstroms. The
r	 value of varies fron one gas to nother and may
be obtained from appropriate tables.[8i ).
o	 te nixture diffu5in coeficient and viscosity
The mixture vicos1±y rd d1ffuIon coefficient may
be 4eterrnined as toilows,[81):..
11w /Il + ( 2/ 1 ) O17] +#/[i + (y1/y2)921J
where	 is mixture vlsco°ity in SI units
and y2 are the mole fractiorit of the steam and
as respectively
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- 1 + c,kyryt 2i( . +
e 21	 e12 (i/s	 (Mr/Ng)	 i
(3.64 X 108/Pmix) [ (11y + Mg )441 M
(P	 p )* ( p
	y 
) 414 p 2,334
cv eg	 CT C
where D12 is the coefficient of diffusion in SI units
mix is the mixture total pressure
and	 are the steam and gas critical pressures
respectively
arni	 are the steam and as critical temperature
respectively
4Za.steam—G mixtr a.nd cothensatp lproDez'ties
,,T andensat.pioperties(.xept isoqity)were taken
aate aiitbmatio m.aza of thix-va1ueat • coMonsing
c8U1aC0 an tb ' interfae,antheçlaten heat of vapourizatior
/at the 4ner.açe	 Th mixture propertie*(e;cet
vtsooaity)wer• takena th• *ritb4tjo means Z heir ya].ues
tat ze jxitex'taø. SM jnLe b4k4' 'lb exr.osin the 4OMeflsat
yjsco;jty e a ,oj iiomjaj ta d1se,nee ;rrpeo4te1aIarto .t)e te
4 ip1ateand sovtag the Nu5elt equation tO h*reqUt1jbjU of
A
ctoz'ces	 the condensaie ,LOF. rft[&]btaine the toflo4ng
e*preesion Xoz the cozdensate aean yiacoity, t
Itf*3/(2/fu4.hJI&f
where	 and.	 axe the condensate viscosities c.a4.in€p	 W	 0
to the cothens&ng sixrtaoe anti. interfao.respectivel.y
4
an analogy beteewan the 'go'r.ra.tng equations,
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of the condensate and the vapour-gas mixture layers,
LeFeyre [8O)sinimuded that the mean viscosity of the mixture
sin' may be taken as;-
where	 and. ic) are the vapour-gas mixture viscosity at
•	 the bulk and, interface respectively
expressions A and. B were used. in evaluating the condensate
ax4 the steam-gas mixture viscosities.
A72 The computer 'programme
A typical pogranune used, is given below. The language
used in the programme is"ALGOL". All computations were made
on the University of London Atlas computer.
To compute heat transfer results using equation 3.27
procedures were set upto determine the various thermal and
transport properties. Procedure (f) states equation 3.27.
With the aid. of procedur&'find."whieh was written by LeFevre
[80), equation 3.27 may be called with the appropriate
input parameters to obtain an output of fractional
reduction of heat transfer, mean mixture Schmidt and
Orashof numbers and the temperature difference across the
condensate film,
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The same prograirn'te may be tised to evaluate the resulte
of other approximate solutions 1.e. Rose's equationf 43}uid
Sledge	 analysis (appendix 6)). ThiR is done by suitably
adjust1ri procedure (r).
The proRrarwe
bczjn real delt.ria,ein,mnlr,ci,ai,nei,zoi,rosorstio,gr,ec,deltf:
4 nteer Jii;,laan boo;
rrocodIre heatratio(delt,in,cin,molf,ci,ai,ai,zai,reratiG,se,frdsltf);
valu. delt,Ei*,cin0nit"ci,5i,pci,Zci;
real dolt,in.cin,mol,ci,ai,pci.ci,roeeratin,sc,rr,dsltf;
co' nt The parameters of procedure heetratie are as
!W'T1T
delt is nixture to surf ace tm', miff. (ic)
vin end cm are mixtur. hulk tinn,and vs concA,tratien
mole is gas molecular weipbt
ci .ni ii are p us Lennerd Jones notentials
pci an4 zol are gas critical pressure aM teep,
roseratio (5 q/onu	 *
se sad gr are mixture mean Schmidt and Grashoff numbers
deltf is temvi, diff across coruietteat.;
1ogi "	 -
roal watnarameter.,
- rw,nw,vpw,hfv,vfw,mufw,kfw,mufw,
,rf,mup,
nm , vrin ,hf pitt ,vf in ,muf in ,kfin ,mugin,
aparartuter5,
roegu.in,muin,
viixnrameters ,nrix,
c,um,dee ,roe,
mumin ,dnein ,roetn, scm,
oonstants,
rmol,lnlO,
r.adoomst*nts,
e5 ,ncj ,zcj ,xi ,rgas,
c;
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bnto,',j ;i 'wprc' 1 arrava , • eti fl;
1fteerOtlenroto1Ior1nsLI;
1. I L-1.z0$0 ;bt 1 it:- 1,0242 ;at 2	 r*!4.040	 ;hT: 2 1
at 3 1 *. -o.n163 ;bt 3 J:a 0.0131 ;a( 4	 -0•7r8	 ;bt 4 1: O.62O
at 5 J:-o,fii ;bJ' 5 1: O.14O ;ar 6 1-o,ç07q ;bf 6 1:
at 7
	
.=-o,çio8 ;b 7 1' 0,7251 ;at 8 1:Dfl.4l0R ;bf R 1:
at a 3:'.o,'c67 ;bf a 1:* ot96t	 a1 10 1•0,2q77 ;bf 10 D o,(103
at 21 1:4),22 1 1 ;bf II 1:- o.t66 ;a1 12 I:-o.162c ;bt 12 1 * 0,IZ2
at 13 1:-O.10$	 b( 1	 1	 0.t5
	
;at 14 1:.-0.')513 ;bt j4	 0,4480
at IS 1:- 0,00(10 ;bi 13	 :* 0.4(1R ;t i6 1:- o,04	 bt i6 i'i,
at 17 1:. 0,0953 ;bt 17 3:e 0,4148 at IR 3:- 0430	 br 18 3 . 0,3034.
at 19 3:= 0,t23 ;bt U) 11" 0.372() ;at 20 3 . 0.221 ,bt 20 1:- 0.3535-
*1 21 t:s o,2)24 ;ht 21 lu 0,35? ;at 22 J	 n,3rx4. ;t 22 3'-
1 23 1
	
0,3365 ;'! 21 l:* (.3023 ;at 24 1: 0,31	 ;'t 24 1 • - 0.274
at 25 1w O,'O55 ;bt 2	 1 • s 0 .2731 ;a( 26 l'e 0.433 pr 26 v-
at 27 1t 0.4700 ;bT 27 3 Q.241'l ;aT 28 1 0,00R ,bt 2S 3.
at 20 1	 0,5306	 20 1:	 ,2215 ;f 30 3: n.c5o6 bt '30 h * 0,2101
at 31 J C,57R ;bt 31 1. 0,1007	 37 3 0.152 ;hr 32	 0,10
fit 33	 0,641() ,bt 33 3 . 0.I")8 ;aI 34 3: o,61i7S ;'1 14 1
at 35 3 • ),FO3j ;ht 1	 lrn O,113 ;a! '6	 o.'10	 6 1
t 37 1:. 0.'8S5 ;t 37 3: * 0,1703 ;sf 3	 !t 0,32fl ;'T 3 q	 P,111.
at 30 1	 0,755 ;'it 30 3' . 0.1'17 ;*t 40 l: 0,0163 ;	 40	 *
at 41 1 0.o5	 b4 41 1 0.0770 ;at 42 1' fl.(033 ;ht 42' l'r fl,O(67
at 43 3:. 1,0206 ;hf 43 3 ' u 0,04 ;af 4$ 3iu 1,064' ;'
	 4 3
at 4	1: i.on6 ;ht 45 l	 0.0'33 $at 46	 1,1311 ;!t 46 3:.
at 47 3	 1.1632 ;hr 47 3:. 0,0218 ',ai 48 3: j,1qo ;ht 4
	
3:. 0.013)
at 40 3:" 1.223	 ;ht 40 ). 0.4)070	 50 1	 1,22q ;bf E0
at 51 1' 1,2800 h[ 51 ):.-o.0065 ;
	
t,3o3 ;b 52 3-0.flI3t
at 53 1: 1.3350 ;hI 53 3 --O,Olfll ;at 54 3'- 1,3( I0 ;b 54 1._0,024e
aT 55 3 . 1,863 &hI 53 3:.-0.0305 ;at c6 1: 1.4110 bf 5
at 57 3:- 1.j31 ;ht 5! 3:=-.0,0408 jat	 3:= i,86 ;br c	 ]:.-0.0457
at 59 3.. t,$16 ,b1 ) 3:-0,050 ;w( 6o 3: . 1.5041 ;4 60
at 61 Is. 1,c261 ;bt 61	 ;at 6z 3:- 1.c-f '76 ,kt 62 1:-o,o(3
at 6-	3; i,6% ;bf 63 1 • -o.o680 . ;at 4 1: 1,5'c1 ;bt 6	 1;.-.,(',20
a! 65. j .= i,io44 -;bt 65 1-0. 0759 ;at 66 'a 1,701?	 t (
at 67 3: 1,t)49 ;bt 6 1 -0.1362 ;aT 48 3 • 2,(Y"fl$ ;t (S 3.o.tci
at frj 3:. 2.1072 bf 6) 174_).1760 ;aI 4o 1:. 2.3026 ;hF 70 1.0.1O13
at 71 3 . 2.c)37 ;bt 71 1:.-0,206P ;at 72 3:. 3.p12 ;It 72 1:.-0,360
at 73 1:- 3JS89 ;ht 73
	
=-0.3()7	 ;at ±' 32r 3.9t20, ;t
at 75 3:* 4.0043 ibt 75 1:.-0.45 t
	;sr	 :. I.2j81 ;t 6 3ia.-0,7fiP
siT 77 3- 4.820 ;hT ' 3P-0.4n2 pit	 1i 4.40&	 1t '
at 70 3 4,6052 ;bt 70 3.= . 0,5307 pit $0 j. *.2a.°3 ;l't Ro J:-Oj3*I
at 81 1'.5.0015 ;r 81 i:-o.7317 ;
r1:.1sit1rt4104t11:.(U+11_bti1)/(4i+11_ati1)',1*40tPsixV(a1i1)
ninegR'saxr.(btil+(tfto-*til)*Ctfl)
c"4 wio!' statca vArat1on of oolljsilon ti q1 vitt tø".
dØIt'si tha j tera1 for a	 t*rrn,;
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prn.1i'e vet ( z,p 0vg ,h f,vf ,kf,ituf .erng)*
welt. a;	 r.a1 a,,g,hf,vf,kf.nuf,wur;
_____	 reel t,?,x
1! zc273.1 tiei a:e273.16 .1.. if t>623.1then ai-Iri345;
bfcta4 iOO..2450* (z.-2.R3 .)t
**$4-O.o1	 -
it rc73.16 t1en
p8a.Xp(2.5Q0$i+ø,Oo248O4*a_3142.31/z)*ln_,2*3R(,))
•i.
for x$*s*s-2(T3700
•43236L2<)O .1/2+(1 .3MQ4*/)* (1 Oøx	 I
-0,0044*1 0. (-O,O0714I* ((47.26-v )e,c,4 
.5
1'; e500/ ,	 t:"rød7
•v . (4 (6j52*L/ r+012O04+?*(.4 .lnlRo7^1'*(2 .5flQF3+T*
'	 (-21
+*t*(O.f13fSf*T*(3 .25346+'e(6.3O3l+T*
( .4445O4^Ts
 (3 .2O21 +T*(O.514Q.ts.0.t2O1O2*T)fl))
+(,*t)n3*O.00O0O1
T*(62435+T*(_675,7o45+'r*(363,i67_79a64o5&r))))))))*G.001
p:*p*l00000 * u$-O.01;
	
-
kf).$63+(t)*(1i .6+0.29*(1St))/18QOO;
vf:.O.O1*(0.0c)c)cd7+t.(6.$..6^3.833333,..7.t)).
mtg:-O.oO00026&3s.qrt(1 Ro16*y)/ (11,1 503Z37ttt4*oner$(z/416,41f)4c7));
I	 '
,uf:O.00t*.x,(-f
.nd wet wldelt jy.s proRrti.s f water substanee at saturation
wl'en Twa K, all in SI unJta,frou 0 tn tOo Celeius;
reel ncedu'e ptot(zin,oiit,raa)
value ain,ci,r,e real s1n,cin,ras
bec'in wet (zig ,pi#ii ,vvin ,) fgta ,vf inkf in ,nuf in ,muin);
ptot:*if cin'4 then pin ele.
as*zin*ofttJ (y fn* (1-c in) )+rin;
end which ,iven bulk teetp.ratur and gal coeo.ntration
	
det.retin.a the total	 ssure in SI unites
t	 4.,	 14
roe.dure g*.r e(!,n ,rneRa,wu ,Ol?,rrae):
value a,,!,5l,rgas real a,proega$ ,mu,abl,z'eaI
b.in	 rnats.'p/(rge.*a)
i:mO,0026693*.qrt(vGlg1z)/(sf*ceea(I/Cj))
end vhich rive. nonconlenaing e. deneitw end ,iseieit
in t units.s ic T.ntolg is M.rra. 1. Rai
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,tirø
Y•1I'4I	 4S	 %,O,t1n,	 e,r'.	 e;
1!' re1 ki,k4i
o:vg*roØges;a'*,,/(e^1);
rns -roee.+1/vg;
"nt end of t rodynatc rnørtt..
begft trenspr,rt rort3s.
1.ji:au/"ug . ,!im	 j/1,otsi
i:(14.qrt(1rjt . sort (''i )) xv'/sq,.t(*(1+4øø))
kJi:i 4*4./)(
muw:,*mu/ (o+(i-.)*1t j)+(1-e)*li,ug/ (t-.+osbji);
d.1 .O.00OOO003fj *Zn2 
.3341013251p11i1x*.qrt ( (tiioIg+j)/ (Molg.,iJ) )*pci'
so:u/(r*dee);c ztp*r*cI(rgaa*x*(i_e)^e*nisvg);
i"1 wi1cb 1 for a given tiueratur.,4etnr' .4øa all
i"1tur, prnpertføa at t)uit ten.rntnve;j
	 T trnit.
fpeI!1 letup;
h*v.j,
rrni	 31i irl.(t6
roj22l2OO4O/1O1' tnot
c4 :nc4*(v4*e4	 n(-O)
ai:=ati*ai 'vf'*a r'nr1j'o7
.i'4 wh4&l sets afl tie n'tant roquIrod to
detar,',i yte y s4osLty and eoeff j '(et ef
diffusion fc'r the nixttire
____
valuø i;	 reAl 2;
rc*1
ixrop(v,a,nun,dne,rcse,sc);
ruf
vf:'O.*(vf+vfw);
9p .a()*kf/(hfgsif).
so O.5*(so+.ojn';
inm' *3/(1 /r'nntfl+2/Yw');
r:*sp*sn*sr*so*o*o:
f:
'1*4
O*r*vj*wj *,'uf*roe*vf/r'uri+rwj*uiuf*(.n*os1 Q5+2OO*cfn/p*,np
2Z9
S
,etc! •tat.s oø'i*tfon 3.27;
r±fi?h1r*. fInd(.)wjtbtn ()
y'41t	 t,.c,ci: rfti1	 wie.m foud ei.nt f ie fe)
____
	
	 ______	 ,	 -
ø:b; p:at
	
-	 I	 -
4$' (4 *'
	 jd	 $us. $h	 wi n
- ---
.'	 øgs ao:	 ____
$ q,.T1 q & .1 .	 (f)tnrø4øf*4)
fMIs	 n4 shs(ø-*)4+* .:$' fø 4tn (,O/2
.1
___	 ___ *hi. r; A$emx$	 I
." s1tvw •w fa11u'. •t IørncI n'; 4r1n(ahs(c,—b)1*)i
j S	 S " j
1bdf
4.p:uIu*i,',,e •b.('-t4.+ s'4	 +I*a	 'ke mxIt
TTf ;!,	 (11•t,,t) t"
_____	 trly :*
I"
"4 'ntn	 P
-
vhi	 o1vee eqiation .27 to 4etr1n.
the ftitsrfacial t.p.3"ature.
v4	 M	 i ,vft,Irft,' ,"if in
Aet*m;	 .,
xitii(wiJ
vw:i.,i4e1t1
rir.$(j" ,c!,' ,,mi,i ,d1,,in .roøis ,.etn);
,bo)
qh,(,ir *p)4QsOOOOOI
	
I ____
((kfin+kfw)(zin+zw)) ) 3 s (I!Iufln+aIfv)/ (,.if+t"w)))
cr2	 *O. *O,O5øQ,O .o.	 / (*r) r
.n4 DrOO*dur. høatratto
_______	 ox tyntosi *oution
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w'$ tetexi t4STrk74-MR$V TXTURØA.T TT V VrT1TrW4 .iwI t', (7).
'?	 n:*O.flO1 ,O,')1	 ,'.1 ,r" ,ri4
-
,'n1fø(I$
4 tvtxt ((ThFT T/T45 s31/C1nu47.) T)1 TF/W 43 e4	 0)rt. i	 t'. (1 )
beo4n
'satr*t1ei(4s1 t,3'3 .15 e .24.O6.7/ . .711	 ,132. ,r$nr9tte,Sa,V.4øttf
iew1ine(1);
nil
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